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Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

A view from the top of the second tallest Christmas tree in the world shows the education building
and surrounding foothills of Monmouth.

Senate okays rally money
Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

An enthusiastic tree lighter gets a little help from a friend in an
attempt to get the strings of lights on the giant Sequoia.

42 win honors
for Who's Who
Forty-two OCE seniors have
been named to Who's Who Among
Students in American Univer
sities and Colleges on the basis of
.leadership and scholarship
shown while attending the
college.
The students are James Bean,
Lois Beight, Joseph Caligure,
Debra Cole, Marsha Cole,
Stephen Conlee, Linda Cooper,
Scott Coulter, Linda Davidson,
Patrick Eddins, Janie Ellis,
Raymond Finnell, and Marty
Giles.

Connie Goettel, Robert Hayes,
Kenneth Hermens, Jane Holmes,
Karen Hoppes, Timothy Johnson,
Barbara Kangas, Andrea Kleve,
Randall LaFoliett, Gary Lathen,
Kenneth Lehto, Nancy Lehto, Jan
Matthews, Paula Mestrich, John
Milne, Rickie Mori.
Morgan Perkins, John Roberts,
Steven
Rothweiler,
John
Schrenk, JoAne Schwyhart,
Steven Sears, Ann Sherlock,
Bonita Souers, Richard Soules,
Betty Steiner, Deborah Eebb,
Mark Wood and Sharon Wright.

Faculty to vote Friday
Sam Anderson, president of the
AAUP, feels that "the most ef
fective campaigning was done on
a personal basis." He also said
that the AFT did a much better
job of that before the last election
but that AAUP has worked oh it
this election.
Anderson also pointed out that
a small turnout would favor AFT
and a larger one would favor
AAUP. This stems from the fact
that AFT picked up all but three
of the yes votes from the faculty
in the last election, while most of
AFT had the greatest number AAUP's votes came from the no
of votes with 72 and AAUP tallied side of the faculty. If there is a
68. The Oregon State Employes small turnout it would most likely
Association (OSEA) was voted consist of those who are com
mitted to collective bargaining,
down with only 44.
But it is those 44 OSEA votes who probably voted yes at the
lhat will be a key to this election. last election" This would favor
Sandra Sessom, president of AFT AFT.
Elections will be held in the
said, "I think the OSEA vote will
split and the runoff will be very College Center Willamette Room
close. I don't think either one will tomorrow from 8:30 a.m. to noon
win overwhelmingly," she added. and from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

The American Federation of
Teachers
(AFT)
and
the
American
Association
of
University Professors (AAUP)
will be vying tomorrow for the
spot of bargaining agent for the
faculty.
Tomorrow's runoff election
was forced
when
neither
organization had a clear majority
in the Oct. 21 election. At that
election an overwhelming portion
of the faculty voted in favor of
collective bargaining (124 to 61).

by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff
The OCE rally squad will make
the trip to Texas today with the
football team due to funds
allocated Monday by the ASOCE.
By a nanimous vote the senate
decided to accept the financial
board
recommendation
of
granting $200 per girl, or $800, to
the rally squad to help cover part
of the travel costs on the charted
plane. Kay Whitson, speaking for
the rally, said "We think we
should be there to represent the
team and the school, and to help
support the team."
The financial board, in making
the recommendation, pointed out
that the girls did not have time to
raise the money, and that this
would be a "one-time ex
penditure.'' It was thought that
the allocation would be for $1000
(at $200 per girl) but one of the
girls is unable to attend.
The girls will pay the rest of the
travel costs and the food and
lodging themselves.
The rally was also granted $50
for uniform maintenance costs
and was reminded that the actual
purchase of the outfits would
have to be made by the squad.
The Model United Nations
(MUN) request of $815 for ex
penses and fees to go to the an
nual convention in Oakland,
Calif, was trimmed to $145 by the
financial board, who felt that
MUN should try to become selfsufficient. Of the money, $45 was
to be used for the actual fee at the
convention and $100 was to be
used as "seed money" for a
money making project.
When the request reached the
Senate, however, it was defeated
by a one vote margin. The defeat
was not because MUN is a bad
idea or not worthwhile, said
Senator Lane Shetterly. It was
because MUN is similar in nature
to an educational activity, such
as a choir class, and the senate
voted last year not to support
educational activities. The trip
would have involved ten students.
The first three senate bills of
the year, senate bills one and two
sponsored by the Board of
Administration, and senate bill

three, sponsored by the Social
Board, were all defeated and sent
back to the boards for more work.
Senate bills one and two each
had the same major flaw,
although they attempted to solve
real problems. They were trying
to keep the BOA/Social Board
and Financial Board from being
dominated
by
senators,
especially the BOA, which ac
cording to Administrative Officer
Don Spiegel, "should remain the
separate judicial branch of
ASOCE."
The bills both called for a ratio
of members to senators. The BOA
was to have no more than twosevenths of its voting mem
bership be senators and the other
two boards were to have no more
than two-fifths be senators.
Business
Manager
Dwaine
Kronser pointed out the problem
by asking "What if the BOA has
seven members, two of which are
senators, and one of the nonmembers resigns?
"Would that force one of the
senators to resign?" he asked
Spiegel.
Spiegel answered that was
what the bill implied. Kronser
said that he felt once a student
becomes a member of a board he
"should not have to be forced to
resign because someone else
did."
Both Senate bill one and two
will be revised in BOA to take
care of the problem. Both are
also an attempt at solving the
major-minor office conflict.
Senate bill three was sponsored
by the Social Board and was an
attempt at revising the Social
Board by-laws in the Con
stitution.
Social
Activities
director Candy Harley said,
"They need to be revised. All that
the constitution contains now
concerning the Social Board is
the duties of the officers, some of
which aren't even in existence
any more, like the publicity
director."
But Senator Neil Haugen saw
some problems with the new
proposals. "I think they're too
lengthy and restrictive." he said
of the five and one-half page
document. He pointed out some

sections of the proposal which he
felt should be in the Social Board
policies, not "cluttering up the
constitution."
"For one thing," he said, "that
would allow some things to
change at the discretion of the
new social board each year that
wouldn't
require a
by-law
change." He also pointed out that
each of the other boards, in
cluding the senate, had lengthy
policies on how meetings were to
be run, while the Social Board
policies consist of nothing more
than "a conduct code."
So now the bill is back in Social
Board's hands for more work.
The senate decided by a vote of
eight yes, one no and one ab
stention, to send a letter to
Athletic Director Dr. Robert
Livingston requesting that he
back the soccer team by sanc
tioning them next year. "It is
only a suggestion," according to
Lane Shetterly.
The idea to support the soccer
club's drive to become an official
sport was brought to the senate
by Joe McCleod and his Senate
Investigating team. McCleod
pointed out that three years ago
Livingston said he wanted to see
if the soccer club could sustain
itself for three years and it has."
Senate
Chairperson
Lisa
Klammer said that she too,
thought it was a good idea, but
that
after
attending
the
Evergreen Conference this week
"It's not as easy as everybody
makes it sound. It was mentioned
at the EVCO meeting" she said,
of soccer becoming an EVCO
sport and "If it's possible for
them to work it out, soccer is
certainly worthy to be added,
especially here at OCE," she
said.

Broadcast set
This weekend's football game
against Texas A & I will be
broadcast live on KSLM-AM 1390
beginning at 11:20 PST, ten
minutes before the start of the
game. The game will be picked
up from KIME in Kingsville,
Texas, where the game is being
played. Announcer will be Andy
Cook.

Student bargaining team selected
addition to Mrs Daniels, were
submitted
by
the
Senate
Investigating team and Mrs.
Daniels. Two were to be chosen
for the student bargaining team.
Mrs. Daniels was already a
member,
and
the
Senate
Investigating Team agreed that
as student body president and
vice-chairperson
of
the
Associated
Oregon
Student
Lobby (AOSL), she should
automatically be on the team.
But the Investigating team felt
senate should select the other two
members. Mrs. Daniels agreed
and recommended three in
terested
students.
Dwaine
Kronser was suggested in ad
dition to Lien and Stimac.
The criteria Mrs. Daniels, the
Investigating and senate used to
select the bargaining team in
cluded that each member have a
working knowledge of collective
bargaining, not necessarily be
involved in student government
(although all three are), should
however, be acquainted with
ASOCE.
Furthermore
they
should be able to be around as
long as the bargaining takes, be
able to verbalize their ideas, be a
good listener, be able to com
municate their thoughts on
paper, be sensitive to other ideas
and work well with and support
the members.
Mrs. Daniels did not put the
positions up to general election,
as some thought she should have,
because she felt the senate would

By PAT STIMAC
Lamron Staff

The student version of a
collective bargaining team was
selected and approved by ASOCE
President Ruth Daniels and the
ASOCE Senate Monday.
Daniels will be joined by senior
Wally Lien and sophomore Pat
Stimac on the three-person team
which is outlined by State House
Bill 3043.
The student team will be
allowed to attend and participate
in an advisory manner at
negotiations between the OCE
faculty bargaining agent, as yet
undetermined, and the public
employer.
In addition to being allowed to
comment at meetings, the
students are also impowered to
meet and confer with either
exclusive representative of the
two parties before the actual
written contract is drawn up.
Another important power of the
team, according to HB 3043, is to
have access to all written
documents
concerning
the
collective
bargaining.
The
students will, however, have to
honor all rules regarding con
fidentiality and release of in
formation that restrict faculty
members and the public em
ployer. The student team will not
be able to release any in
formation
concerning
the
bargaining sessions, not even to
the student senate.
The names of three students, in

better be able to choose ac
cording to the listed criteria.
After questioning the suggested
students the senate voted by
secret ballot and Lien and Stimac
were selected.
Although both students have
had
some
experience and
knowledge
in
collective
bargaining, neither they nor Mrs.
Daniels have participated in
bargaining. In fact, they will be
the first students in Oregon and
one of the first student teams in
the nation to participate in
bargaining.
To compensate for this the
AOSL has a large source of in
formation
available
on
bargaining practices concerning
what can and cannot be done. A
number of symposiums have
been set up around the country to
help
prepare students
for
bargaining, including one at
Oregon State University in
conjunction with the AOSL board
meeting Jan. 10 and 11. It will
begin immediately after the
board meeting Jan. 10 and
continue through Sunday.
The OSU symposium is a
workshop with the theme of
"How to Deal with Collective
Bargaining at Your Individual
Campus." In addition to covering
some procedures that could be
used in selecting the student
team, the workshop will include
discussions on whether students
should hire outside expertise; a

general explanation of HB 3043;
definitions and a generalities of
academic collective bargaining;
whether students should par
ticipate
in
choosing
the
bargaining
unit;
grievance
procedures; student unionism;
and a summary of the University
of Oregon's collective bargaining
symposium.
Everyone is invited to attend
the workshop and may do so by
getting in touch with Mrs.
Daniels in the ASOCE office.
According to Cleora Adams, OSU
first vice-president who is in
charge of the workshop, 4 'Oregon
is one of only two states where
students have legal rights to
participate
in
academic
collective bargaining. People
across the nation are watching
the students of Oregon.
We must show them we can
handle the responsibility." That
especially applies to the students
at OCE, who are the first in
Oregon to be directly involved.
Several meetings have also
been set up with the management
and faculty bargaining units to
discuss the forthcoming sessions.
A more detailed plan of what will
happen
will
probably
be
available after the faculty selects
its bargaining unit Friday in the
election runoff between the
American
Federation
of
Teachers and the American
Association
of
University
Professors.

Oil money contribution surprises Hatfield
some type of oversight of the CIA
and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. "At the current
time I am a member of the
Appropriations Committee, but I
have no idea how much money is
going to the CIA. Not everyone
needs to know, but designated
Congressmen do."
Concerning
the
financial
bankruptcy of New York City,
Hatfield said "It is easy to say
let them sink or swim. New York
is probably the poorest example
of administration of any large
city in the world in recent years.
The city is a disgrace." He ad
ded, however, that New York is
the most important city in the
nation, and that "No part of this
country can just go by default
without it having a rippling effect
on other parts of the country. You
isolate those events."
can't
- L a m r o n P h o t o b v Daryi Bonitz

Mark Hatfield

by CECILIA STILES
Editor

Senator Mark Hatfield, ROre., stated that he was totally
surprised at the alledged $10,000
donated to his campaign com
mittee in 1972 by Gulf Oil Corp.
Hatfield visited the OCE campus
Nov. 22.
"If the money goes into the
Republican campaign pot and is
then allocated to individual
campaigns, there is no way a
person can know if he got some of
the money," Hatfield said.
Since Hatfield's visit Richard
Banton, assistant secretary of
state, stated that there had been
no violation of state contribution
laws.
Most of Hatfield's preliminary
remarks in the Food Service
Building concerned the increased
sense of estrangement of the
citizen from the government.
"People feel the government
doesn't care about their daily
problems. There has been no
greater time of need for a closer
relationship betwen those in
Washington and the people
here," Hatfield said.
In
referring
to
recent
disclosures concerning the in-
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volvement
of
the
Central
Intelligence Agency in foreign
assassination plots, Hatfield said
"We cannot tolerate such actions
by the CIA on our behalf or for
any other justification. No
agency has the right to violate
basic law under the justification
of national security."
He added that the agency does
have a legitimate role, however,
and that the "Baby should not be
thrown out with the bath water."
He feels Congress should set up

Hatfield's remarks were made
before President Ford offered
conditional aid to the city. Hat
field predicted that Ford would
eventually offer some type of
assistance.
Hatfield's concern with the
centralization of
power
in

controls all the aspects of one
production,
from
the
raw
materials to the marketing of the
finished product.
Hatfield explained why he has
called revenue sharing "a fraud"
by saying that while it was
supposed to be an act of decen
tralization, it actually is not
because the money that would
normally go directly to the local
government
must
go
to
Washington
and
then
be
redistributed
to
the
local
government.
Claiming that "We are the
biggest arms peddler in the world
today," Hatfield said that the
defense spending is outrageous
and is not in the interest of
national security. He voted
against a recent defense bill
money.
Hatfield
used
the
example of the Middle East
where the United States is fur
nishing arms to both sides. "We
have gotten them to buy arms —
why not use our pressure to have

them grow their own food in
stead," Hatfield asked. "We
should seek a balance of bread
instead of a balance of power
"The
greatest
threat
destabilization in the world today
is hunger, and some starving
areas
now
have
nuclear
material," he said. Hatfield
stated that the most important
thing the average person could do
for the hunger problem was
develop a sensitivity to the
problem. "Americans need
analyze their lifestyles and ap
petites, and change from grain
fed beef to grass fed beef, which
is less expensive."
Hatfield is against the tax cuts
recently passed by Congress. He
voted against them last year and
plans to do so again this year.
"The tax cut is taken away by
inflation," he said. "They are not
honest to the people, and have
raised the tax deficit. A growing
number are seeing that this has
to stop."

Washington, D.C., both political
and economic, was that it was
squeezing out the small farmer
and entrepreneur. He recently
introduced a bill to prohibit the
vertical
integration
of
agriculture. Vertical integration
occurs when one company
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Ar/on Howard tries out OCE
by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff

mg world as much as they do
now,'Howard said. "Just before losses. Howard explained that if
I graduated they (the deaf he keeps his chin up he loses his
school) established practical balance a little bit. When walking
with people he concentrated on
field experiences in the hearing
walking straight.
B
world."
Many everyday occurrences
In college, Howard's biggest are different or adapted for deaf
problem is of course, com people. Instead of an alarm clock
munication. In most of his classes which rings in the morning
he has an interpreter. Very few Howard's is hooked up with a
people know sign language lamp. When the alarm goes off
however, so he must use gestures the light comes on and wakes him
notes to communicate up.
with them.

"The problem that deafness
creates is simply a breakdown in
communication,"
said
Dr.
Richard
Walker,
associate
professor of education.
"This causes a lack of com
munication between peers and
instructors," Walker continued.
"Therefore,
there
is
less
socialization and social op
portunities for the deaf person
because of the restrictions on
"At the deaf school I could talk
communication.'
to any deaf student in sign
Junior Arlan Howard, Salem, is language freely. At OCE most
a deaf student majoring in students don't know how to speak

7 never really liked the deaf school
mathetmatics at OCE. He plans
to teach in a deaf school.
Howard decided to attend a
hearing college after attending
schools for the deaf for all of his
previous education. He was
persuaded to attend OCE by
Frank Miles, assistant professor
of education and psychology.
"I never really liked the deaf
school because I didn't learn
much compared
to
public
schools;" Howard stated. "I
beckoned my parents to let me
try public schools but they
declined me."
After graduating, he attended
Gallaudet College for the deaf in
Washington, D.C. for a year. He
discovered, however, that "it was
the same as the deaf school and
dropped out." After working for a
year, Howard felt guilty about
not finishing his education and
decided to try OCE.
"I love it here very much
because they've developed me in
almost everything I've learned,"
said Howard. "This college sure
helps me understand hearing
people and their world - not the
college itself, but the people."
"I know I belong to the 'deaf
world' but I just try to go away
from that and see the hearing
society," Howard said. "I only
need the same education the
hearing get. The deaf school did
not provide this."
Howard felt that the deaf
school gave him almost too
special of an education which the
public school wouldn't have. The
superintendent at the time
demanded use of an oral method.
Students were required to speak
orally without use of sign
language to express themselves.
The
present
superintendent
advocates use of oral speaking,
but also of sign language and
writing on paper as means of
communication.
At that time the deaf school
sheltered deaf students. "They
didn't let us go out into the hear-

in sign language. I was a little
impatient with communicating
by notes," he stated.
"I just wish I could speak
well," he continued. "Especially
at the hearing's parties, I felt out
of place. I felt hurt that I couldn't
understand what they talked
about."
"I know we would write on
paper but not for confortable
conversations," Howard said.
"I'd rather use my sign
language."
In humanities and science
classes Howard uses an in
terpreter. However, he doesn't
use an interpreter in math
classes because enough in
formation is written on the board.
The job of the interpreter is
simply to use sign language to
relay the lecture to the deaf
student. Howard's interpreter
also helps him after class if he
has questions.
When a film is to be shown in
class, Howard uses an interpeter.
He asks the professor not to turn
out the lights completely so he is
still able to see the interpreter's
signs. The interpreter signs the
film the same as he would a
lecture.
"I could do without in
terpreters if I had notes from any
volunteering classmates," he
said. "I could also read books."
Howard was not always deaf,
but lost his hearing gradually
He has lost about 100 decibles.
Complete deafness is a loss of 110
or more decibels. Howard wears
a hearing aid which makes the
loss only 40 decibels.
"With my hearing aid I can
hear doorbells and telephones
ringing, knocking at the door and
popcorn popping," he explained.
"Without my hearing aid I hear
almost nothing, even trucks."
Some
sounds
are
un
comfortable to Howard. These
include loud music, people
yelling, driving a car and winds.
Balance is effected by hearing

To compensate for not being
able to hear sirens, he is required
to have side view mirrors on his
truck.
"I have no problems when
playing sports with athletes
though," he said. He competed in
track for four years at the deaf
school. He has also been in track
the past two years at OCE. He is
looking forward to competing
again this spring. His event at
OCE has been the long jump, but
he may compete in other events,
depending on the wishes of the
coach.
OCE counselor Donna Bruyere
participated in a Deaf Specialist
Workshop at OCE last summer.
Three different areas were
studied. These were manual
communication, introduction to
deafness and counseling of the
deaf.
Bruyere took the workshop so
she could better understand
deafness and learn how to
communicate with deaf people.
She felt that in her position as a
counselor it would be beneficial
since there are deaf students on
campus.
The manual communication
part of the workshop was the
learning of sign language. "It is
like a foreign language," she
said. "It takes a lot of practice
but it is a neat skill for people to
have if they can continually use
it."
Signing is the most often used
method of communication for the
deaf. For this reason many in
terpreters are needed. Inter
preter training programs last
from one to four years, depending
on the skill of the trainee, Walker
said.
"The criteria an interpreter is
judged on is whether or not the
deaf person can understand the
interpreter," he said.
"They
must also be able to keep up with
speaking persons from whome
they are interpreting."
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Lori Pynch, left, and Debbie Swanson practice the sign
language used by deaf students at OCE.

At OCE interpreters for un
dergraduates are paid for
through the Oregon Division
Vocational Rehabilitation Center
if the deaf student has been
referred to OCE by the center.
Otherwise the students must pay
for the interpreter themselves.
OCE has a small amount of
money for interpreters for
graduate students.
Lipreading communication is
not a reliable method of com
municating because, as Walker
explained, about two-thirds of the
sounds in the English language
look alike. Of the sounds uttered
when speaking, 33 per cent of the
sounds can be seen. Of that, only
25 per cent can be accurately un
understood.
"It's more of a guessing game
than anything else," Walker
stated. "Some people are born
with a natural ability to lipread
and others have quite a bit of
difficulty."
Since lipreading is so inac
curate, most deaf persons do not
rely on it as their communication
means. It is a big help, however,
to a student who is not deaf but is
only hard of hearing. They can

hear, but words are difficult to
distinguish if the lips of the
speaker cannot be seen.
Many things hinder lip reading.
A hard of hearing student at OCE
listed crooked teeth, braces,
turtle neck shirts and sweaters,
cigarettes,
beards
and
moustaches as obstacles in
lipreading. Fast talking makes
words hard to distinguish. A
professor may turn away,
forgetting or not knowing that the
lip reader will be completely lost.
Professors who move about while
lecturing, mumble or stand in
front of light background^ create
additional difficulties for the
lipreader.
"If a teacher will slow down
and continually face the class he
will really be helping the
lipreading student," Bruyere
said.
"Other alternatives for the lip
reader include sitting in the front
of the class, borrowing notes
from classmates or having a
tutor," she continued.
"They (deaf people) make such
an effort an^l the hearing person
doesn't go out of his way,"
Bruyere commented.

Brown to display drawings
Art professor Clint Brown of
Oregon State University will
present a one-man show of his
drawings in Campbell Hall
Gallery 107 through Dec. 20.

The gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. There is no admission
charge.

Bikes available for rent by students
There are ten bikes total, five
The bikes were purchased out
men's models and five women's of Portland for $130 each.
models. The bikes are in different
frame sizes to suit individual
Bikes are now available to rent
needs.
to OCE students, according to
Included with each bike is a Lauren Burch, ASOCE Outdoor
chain and lock. Daypacks are Program Director.
also available for 25 cents per
According to Burch the bikes
day.
are new Schwinn Varsity 10Bike rental charges are $1 per speed models, with 27-inch
day, and a bike may be picked up wheels, drop handlebars and dual
the day before and returned the position brake levers. Each bike
day after its use.
is equipped with fenders.

The rental money will be used
to keep the bikes repaired and
working properly. Burch hopes to
use OCE student help for most
bike maintenance tasks.
Burch is presently considering
purchasing bike lights for night
riding, but hasn't yet done so.
To check out a bike, interested
OCE students may contact
Burch, at the Outdoor program
office located in the ASOCE
offices in the College Center, or
call ext. 295.
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Lamron
Established in 1923

Opinion

Philosophy triumphs
Saturday will be a milestone in the history of OCE when
the football team plays the number one small college team,
Texas A & I, for the chance to become the national small
college champion.
The game naturally represents a triumph in team effort.
Through hard work on the part of the players and the
excellent coaching of Dr. Bill McArthur, the team has compiled
a perfect 9-0 record, a record unmatched since 1949.
But underlying all the records is something more important
which remains just as important whether the team wins or
loses Saturday. The real triumph is that of the unique OCE
sports philosophy. At a time when colleges across the nation
are having to pump tremendous sums of money into their
sports programs, OCE has managed to put a winning team on
the field with a small budget. And it has done so while
maintaining the idea of the "scholar-athlete' and avoiding
athletic scholarships to lure the supposedly superior players.
"The evidence of the success of the program is clear. Not
only has the football team excelled, but the soccer team and
women's bowling team have both compiled undefeated
seasons, while several other teams have winning records. The
efforts of the players and coaches should be congratulated.
But the efforts of athletic director Robert Livingston should not
be overlooked, for it is he who had done so much to maintain
the the unique sports program which has been the key to
success.

Daydreams
come true
At the beginning of the year the Outdoor Program seemed
to be the most dubious organization in ASOCE as far as
predictability of success. It appeared that last year's director,
Cris Vaughan, and this year's director, Lauren Burch, had set
their goals beyond the ability of the organization. So it is
quite a surprise that the program has turned out to be one of
the most successful and active programs this term.
If one objectively looks at activities the program has
already sponsored and the activities planned for next term,
he cannot help but be impressed by the expansion of the
program. Among the sponsored events have been an
equipment share fair, a Bigfoot lecture, a homesteading
lecture, a bikecentennial speaker and an introduction to
scuba class. The club has also sponsored several outings into
nature, including hikes and ski trips.
Outdoor Program has also taken on the large
responsibility of organizing the ASOCE bike rental program.
But as was the case with other activities, a well-organized
program has been drawn up.
The success of many of these programs has been due to
the dedication of Burch. In talking to Burch it usually seems
as though he is reaching for the impossible. Yet he has
carried through his major plans with a skill and enthusiasm
unsurpassed in the ASOCE offices, and can often be seen
working in his office long after others have left.
Another facet of the program's success has undoubtedly
been the flexibility of the program. It can be altered to suit
the needs of many different people by offering a wide range
of activities which interest a maximum number of people.
It has taken alot of ingenuity on Burch's part to squeeze
this many activities out of a $1,100 budget. That may seem
large at first glance, but it not only has to be spread over
speakers and activities for the entire year, but must also
cover publicity and equipment repair.
The program is, admittedly, one which is still in growing
stage. But it is alot closer to full maturity than it was at the
beginning of the term, and most of that growth should be
credited to Burch.

Nigeria:

Religions, culture related
Editor's note: There are ap
proximately 20 Nigerian students
currently attending OCE. Sunny
Okone, one of those students,
wrote the following guest column
in an attempt to acquaint the
general student body with some
facts about his home country.
by SUNNY OKONE
Guest Columnist

In this article, I shall make a
few general observations and go
on to confine myself to Nigeria.
This is only intended to keep you
abreast with what is going on in
that part of the world.
Many of the fastest developing
countires of Agrica are in the
west coast and have quite ex
tensive and varied systems of
government, ways of life,
religious beliefs and rites.
From Calabar in Nigeria to
Barthust in Gambia there are a
number of good harbors which
have promoted the economy of
the countries in question. Also
noticeable is the oil-rich
territorial waters of some of
these countries. The foregoing
gives us an insight of what the
occupations of the people look
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There are some little similarities
with the way people dance in
USA. Body movement might
involve wriggling in response to
a fast or slow drum. But this has
been unique with the people, and
it is uninfluenced by western
music civilization.
The arts and crafts of the
people are very-beautiful, and old
relics or antiquities could be
found in museums or art centers
like that of Igbo Ukwu in East
Central State.
Women have beautiful hairdos
like
"tathoes". These are
prominent
among
the
Yorubabas, Ibos and Efiks of the
western,
east
central and
southern states. Some way of
dress-making is closely related to
this artistic style.
Finally, across the country and
into neighboring African coun
tries, there exists some in
tertribal dependency and mutual
understanding, which in turn is a
binding force that makes people
feel obligated to one another.
Thus, the goal of national unity,
international relationship and
understanding is promoted.

»

Library aids handicapped students
To the Editor:

than that! -- and it is doubtful that
The November 20 issue of the any course would be dropped for
Lamron is another excellent one, such a spurious reason. More
but I am sorry to say I must point important, however, is the
out one unfortunate reference to necessity to make clear that
the college library in this issue John's statements about the
which is completely inaccurate. library are completely false. I
John Mossbarger's half-baked realize that the reporter is a
reference to the library in his novice (and I hope this will
article on disabled students is the become a learning situation for
kind of reporting which gives him), but he apparently did not
journalism a bad name. He said a bother to test his hearsay
student "had to drop a class this evidence by checking its validity
term because she could not get to with any OCE librarian. The
the library's reference books and truth is that we cheerfully
magazines in her wheelchair and pamper students in wheelchairs
the library would not allow the with three choices for easy ac
material to be taken out into the cess to all library materials: (1)
library foyer for her to read."
We physically carry disabled
In response, I must say first of
all that our handicapped students
have more intestinal fortitude

students, wheelchairs and all, up
the stairs and into any part of the
library; or (2) We wheel them
Jnto the library via our ground
level entrance to the building (on
Jackson St.), and set them up at a
desk or table there, and bring
them the materials they want;
and (3) We do allow them to take
out reference materials, etc.
I hope you will try to rectify |he
misleading and discouraging
picture of OCE which J0*111
Mossbarger has given to our
handicapped students.
Sincerely,
Clarence Gorchels
Librarian

Writers congratulated
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like. People do a lot of fishing,
farming, hunting, unskilled tasks
-- jobs with oil drillers as well as
civil services.
Farming and hunting are made
possible because of the thick
decidous forest in the south, a
unique savanah zone in the north
and the equatorial influence on
these countries.
Nigeria, with a population of
65.5 million, is the most populous
African nation on this west coast.
It Tias a culture and tradition
closely connected to the religious
rites and beliefs of the people.
Traditional religion has given the
people a heritage of culture and
tradition which is still noticeable
despite the later influence of
Islam and Christianity.
The agriculture, music, art,
crafts, language and economics
of the country still bear traces of
this influence. Musical
in
struments are essentially drums,
sambas, flutes, 'ekwe', or deep
hollow tree trunks that produces
a very peculiar sound. Most
songs are slow ones derived from
the religious mode of worship,
while others are realx fast for
festivities such as the New-Ydam
festival or New-Moon festival.
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To the Editor:

i Since the beginning of the term
I have been interviewed by Dena
Minato and John Mossbarger
regarding some rather com
plicated issues and develop
ments: the new curriculum
developments, the concern about
transferring voc-tech credit from
community colleges, and the
concern about the rising GPA. On

each occasion, the stories
were published in the Lar
were very well written and,
my standpoint, very timelyMy congratulations and stfj
thanks to you and your stax
such thoughtful and acCl
reporting.
Gratefully,
Bert Y. Kersh
Dean of Faculty

Laiw

News Synopsis

Americans overeating, should cut down
rr* the
thp Editor:
EditorTo
The world's food crisis con
tinues. Some 460,000,000 people -one in eight -- suffer from severe
chronic
malnutrition.
Food
prices soar. Meanwhile the
typical American diet, with its
preponderance of sugar and
saturated fats, is implicated in
half of all deaths in the United
States.
Does that mean nothing to you?
Well, think about it this way:
-Do you know why food prices
keep going up, even when farm
prices go down?
-Do you know who makes the
food you eat, or what those "fine
print" ingredients in it do?
-Do you know that sugars and
fats - the prime suspects in the
national epidemic of obesity,
heart disease, and bowel cancer constitute sixty per cent of the
American diet?
-Or that every single day, the
Defense Department spends a
sum roughly equal to the U.N.'s
food-related budget for an entire
year?
It sounds serious. It is.
Americans are eating themselves
sick while much of the world

of
*
starves. And more and more we
can't even find fresh wholesome
foods at reasonable prices.
Instead,
we
swallow
a
hodgepodge of foods, additives
and ripoffs dished out by grocery
chains and agribusiness. It's time
for citizens to start winning back
control of our food supply Food
Day, April 8, 1976, will be that
time.
Food Day, sponsored by the
non-profit Center for Science in
the Public Interest, is a national
day of action on the food crisis.
Last year colleges and univer
sities celebrated the first Food
Day all across the country
Students and faculty held teachins, workshops and debates,
planted community gardens,
fasted, raised money, and
thought about food. This year we
will build on those first con
sciousness-raising efforts. Our
goal for 1976 is to convey a deeper
understanding of the problems,
and to achieve concrete policy
changes.
Ban junk foods from school
vending machines. Replace them
with apples and pears, yogurt,
unsalted nuts and granola.
Encourage your city or town --

or your school - to provide idle
land to would-be urban gar
deners. Community gardens
already flourish in Jackson
Mississippi;
Syracuse, New
York; downtown Sacramento,
Calif.; and 100other cities. Think
big. Consider setting up coops or
buying clubs, even farmers'
market, for your campus or town.
Efforts like these require a lot
of time, energy and planning.
Now is the time to start pulling
together your Food Day com
mittee, utilizing your school as a
resource base for both campus
and community-opriented ac
tivities. Concentrating on local
policies, students can help bring
concrete changes to the way this
country raises, markets, and
consumes its food.
Contact the national Food Day
office to help set up activities at
your school. Write for organizing
ideas and suggestions for ac
tivities to Food Day, Washington,
D.C. 20036.
Sincerely yours,
Frances Moore Lappe,
Michael Jacobson
Ndational Coordinator,
Food Day
Dick Gregory

Senate Bill threatens rights
by STEVEN R. McDONOUGH
for the Lamron
Senate Bill 1 -- a 753-page
legislative legacy of the Nixon
Administration's fearful and
corrupt policies - is moving
toward final action by the U.S.
Senate. Drafted in major part
under Attorneys General Mit
chell and Kleindienst and titled
the "Criminal Justice Reform
Act of 1975," - its enactment
would constitute an unparalleled
disaster.
HISTORY: When the 94th -the Bicentennial -- Congress
convened in January, Senate Bill
1, ("Criminal Justice Reform Act
of 1975") was introduced by 11
U.S. Senators. The Identical
House of Representatives bill is
H.R. 3907. Senate Bill 1 is a 753page revision of the U.S.
Criminal Code. It consolidates 2
bills from the 93rd Congress: (1)
S. 1, the Minority Report by
outvoted Senate members of the
bipartisan National Commission
on Reform of Criminal Laws
(Brown Commission, 1966-1971),
and (2) S. 1400, former President
Nixon's 'law and order' rewrite of
the Brown Commission Report,
drafted under Attorney General
Mitchell and Kleindiest.
8,000 pages of testimony were
taken on S. 1 -- S.1400 during
1973-74 with almost no press
coverage. The Senate will debate
and vote on S. 1, probably by Dec.
1975.
Some of the repressive features
of Senate Bill One are:
DEMONSTRATIONS:
Virt
ually every kind of civil rights,
peace and other protest action
would be threatened with the
severe penalties under a series of
vaguely drafted infringements on
the right of assembly, including
the right to demonstrate adjacent
to "temporary residence" where
the President may be staying.
(Sec. 209, p 391) (Other Sections:
H12,1114-14; 1302; 1311; 1328 and
f334 - p 65-68, 82-83, 91-94)
SABOTAGE; S.l provides the
death penalty or life im
prisonment in some cases, 20-30
yrs $100,000 fine in others, for
activity that "damages, tampers
with..." almost any property or
facility "used in or particularly
suited for national defense" with
mtent to "interfere with or ob
struct the ability of the U.S. or an
associate nation to prepare for or
engage in war or defense ac-
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was considered the highlight to
date of the five-day visit.
Another surprise waited Ford
PEKING,
China
Im and his party. The Chinese ap
mediately after landing in parently have attached enormous
China President Gerald Ford and
importance upon this visit of
his staff and family were warned Ford's. At a picture taking
to watch out for the Big Bad Bear ceremony Chu Teh, a leader of
Tuesday when they landed in the Chinese Army appeared for
Peking, China for a series of pictures. He is also chairman of
talks.
the Standing Committee of the
Vice Premier Heng Hsiao-ping National People's Congress.
warned Ford to watch out for Because of that he is often
"the
country
which
most regarded as China's closest
zealously preaches peace but is equivalent to a President.
the most dangerous source of
Indicating the importance of
war." So although he didn't this
appearance,
Henry
actually ever mention the Soviet Kissinger told the 96 reporters
Union it was obvious that that is that are traveling with Ford that
who he meant.
in all his visits to China he has
Even more obvious when he never before met the 89-year old
added "Rhetoric about detente Teh.
cannot cover up the stark reality
CLYDE HILL, Wash. - Mayor
of the growing danger of war."
The White House and Ford Lib Tufarolo, head of the city of
himself made no immediate Clyde Hill for sixteen years has
direct comment about
the been unseated by nothing more
warning but Press Secretary Ron than a toss of a coin. Miles Nelson
Nessen said later that >ord became mayor of the city after
considered the remarks "frank calling heads correctly last
Monday.
but nonprovocative."
In a Nov. 4 election he and
In a surprise meeting Ford and Tufarolo tied with 576 votes.
his family were able to meet with Although both men said they
Chinese Chairman Mao TseTung. would rather decide the election
Ford was able to discuss with him with a runoff, County Election
for about an hour and fifty Officer Ralph Dillon would not
minutes on a wide range of allow it because state law calls
issues.
for ties to be settled by casting,
The 81-year-old chairman also lots.
met with Ford's wife Betty, his
Dillon flipped the 50 cent piece
daughter Susan and much of the and Nelson correctly called
staff that is with him on this trip heads. The coin, which was
including Secretary of State Dillon's, was given to the city as a
Henry Kissinger. The meeting souvenir.

tivities." Thus, every public Emerson, professor of law, Yale,
demonstration, no matter how both stated: "The enactment of
peaceful and orderly, would be S.l would constitute an un
made subject
to
potential paralleled disaster for the system
criminal sanctions. (Sec 111- p of individual rights in the United
64)
States... The objective of the
draftsmen was to incorporate
into the Criminal Code every
DEATH PENALTY: S. 1 at restriction
upon
individual
tempts to circumvent a 1972 liberties, every method and
Supreme Court decision which device,
that
the
Nixon
held capital punishment to be Administration
thought
nec
"cruel and unusual" because it essary or useful in pursuit of its
was "so wantonly and so fearful and corrupt policies...
freakishly imposed." It would The bill is inherently unamenprovide mandatory executions dable and should be . recom
for certain crimes under certain mitted for complete overhaul and
conditions. (Chapt. 24; p 194-98) redrafting."
CONTEMPT: S.l will increase
I believe the Federal Criminal
the penalty for refusal to
cooperate with Congressional Code of our country is in dire
Committees from 1 yr $1,000 to 3 need of revisions to make it more
yrs $100,000. (Sec. 1333; p 93) rational, uniform and precisely
IMMUNITY: S.l reaffirms a stated, but Senate Bill One is not
1970 "use" immunity law, the answer.
This bill contains so many
allowing
indeterminate
sen
tences to supercede privilege chapters, sections, subsections,
against self-incrimination, thus clauses, words and definitions
undermining 5th Amendment that it would be naive to believe
rights. Under this provision a that these countless provisions
person would be required to give could be restructured and
testimony if granted immunity redrafted one by one. Long before
the process of amending each
and could be thrown in jail for an
was
completed,
indefinite length of time if one provision
pressures from powerful people
refused. (Sec. 3111 p 219)
MARIJUANA: S.l provides who sponsor the bill, such as John
McClellan (D-Ark.), chairperson
severe penalties for possession of
slightest amount for personal of the Senate Appropriations
(which
allocates
use; jail for 30 days $10,000 fine, Committee
funds to all other Senate com
2nd offense 6 mos. $10,000
WIRETAPPING:
Reaffirms mittees) and president Gerald
1968 law including ambiguous Ford, who, when speaking of the
Presidential authority to wiretap bill stated "I call upon the
domestic activities where a Congress to act swiftly..." would
"danger to the structure" of the make it irresistible for Congress
government can be alleged. It to make a few changes and let the
expands wiretapping authority rest go through.
SB 1 is essentially unamenthrough changes in existing
statutes. S.l continues 48 hr. dable and if passed would
"emergency" taps without court establish a fascist police state in
approval.
Directs
telephone our country.
companies and landlords to
7
There are several things we
cooperate
"forthwith" and
"unobtrusively" with govern can do to help stop SB 1:
1. Sign the petition against the
ment wiretappers and provides
compensation (payment) for bill which will be located at the
doing it. (Chapt. 31 A; p 206-218) front of the HSS building.
2. Write to Senator Bob PackWATERGATE CRIMES: S.l
would inhibit prosecution of wood and Senator Mark Hatfield,
Office
Building,
wrongdoing by "public servants" Senate
if illegal conduct is the result of Washington, D.C., 20510, and
mistaken belief that it was urge them to work to defeat SB 1
"required or authorized" or and send it back to committee for
based on "written interpretation total redrafting.
3. Form groups and send
issued by the head of a govern
ment agency." (Sees. 542, 544 & "Public Opinion Messages" to
the Senate. Call Western Union
552, p 57-59)
Vern Countryman, professor of toll free at 1-800-648-4100 at 15
law, Harvard and Thomas words for $2.

Psych issues planned
The OCE psychology department will sponsor a series of
colloquia in psychology throughout the rest of the academic
year. The series will examine a wide range of issues in
psychological research and professional practice.
Sessions are scheduled from noon to 2 p.m. Mondays in the
College Center. Those attending are invited to bring a lunch.
Speaker schedule:

Dec. 8
Oregon Room

Dreams and prophecies
of Our Time: Edgar
Cayce and the New Age.

Hazel Drexler
OCE

Jan. 19
Oregon Room

Rebirth
through
Psychosynthesis

Richard Scott
OCE

Feb. 9
Differential Treatment
Mary Harvey
Willamette Room of Upper and Lower University of Oregon
Income Children by
Public Schools
March 8
Implications of Family
Victor Savicki
Oregon Room
Ecology for Family
qCE
Counselling
April 9
The
Case
for Daniel Keith Conner
Willamette Room Precognition: Does the
Linfield
Evidence Hold Up?
May 10
Trying to Humanize
Donald Hellison
Willamette Room Physical Education
Portland State

Cambridge Bookstore
Lancaster Mall

362-3236
Come in and browse .
We have a wide
selection of

Hardbacks Paperbacks Cliff Notes Greeting Cards
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Foreign students dilemma

Proposal considered
®

Ll
Cn/xrxnh 120,
1< voice and
sections
of Speech
Phelps
and
other
faculty
diction.
members to propose a program
"This class (Speech 120) would
Assistant editor
which provides special sections
Providing
Micronesian
also be recommended for the
in writing, speech, literature and
Nigerian students," added
students with special classes for
required
subjects
without social science classes for tne Phelps.
segregating them from the native foreign students. The classes
Additional
problems arise
English speaking students is would be taken in a "freshman when proposing classes for the
posing a problem for the OCE block" during the first year
literature sequence the Liberal
Ms Phelps pointed out that the
faculty and administration.
Arts Core Curriculum requires
According to Maurine Phelps, purpose of the proposal is to 4 4We decided that maybe World
better
meet
the
educational
assistant
professor
of
Literature would be better since
humanities,
the
problem needs of the Micronesians, not to it presents a world-wide view,"
segregate
the
students.
"They
originates when foreign speaking
said Ms. Phelps.
students find themselves in want to be in with the American
"However, we cannot afford to
classes in which they cannot students," she said.
set aside special sections 0f
The
proposal
suggests
that
the
understand the language of the
World Lit if only a few are going
instructor or the books. "Some of Micronesians take special sec to sign up for it," she added. It
tions
of
Writing
121,
222,
and
323
them flounder and some don't,"
may be possible to open the
in the freshman year.
she stated.
special
sections up to what uwe
After some speech professors
Ms. Phelps explained that
call
'culturally
disadvantaged'
when the Micronesians come to commented that they enjoyed students so the classes would be
having
Micronesians
and
OCE they "are entering a dif
in
Introduction bigger."
ferent world where a new Americans
Ms. Phelps said that there are
language is spoken." Since many Speech 111 because it added
special
geography
of them have had teachers in interest to the class, it was presently
set
up
for the
their home countries who never suggested that the Micronesians classes
spoke English, they are not continue to take the regular Micronesians. "They really seem
class. However, they would be to like the classes and are having
proficient in the language.
This problem spurred Ms. encouraged to take special little problems with them." The
classes fulfill their social science
requirements.
In
the
education
and
psychology department Ed 407,
regular
work
in
writing
a
A special section of Writing 222,
Reading and Study Skills, would
the Research Paper, will be of research paper.
There may be room for a few be encouraged. Ms. Phelps feels
fered for foreign students winter
that such a class is really needed
term at 1 p.m. Monday, Wed American students who have
by the foreign students.
language
problems.
American
nesday and Friday in HSS 107.
Performance courses would be
students interested in enrolling
The class is intended primarily may contact Maurine Phelps, encouraged in both the music and
art departments. Micronesians
for Micronesian, Nigerian and HSS 309 or ext. 325.
Registration cards for the class would also be advised to take all
Vietnamese students who have
taken Writing 121 but need more will be available only from Ms. kinds of activity courses in the
work in English grammar and Phelps at pre-registration this Health and PE department.
As far as natural sciences or
vocabulary in addition to the afternoon and afterward.
mathematics, the faculty feels
that the Micronesians would not
be able to handle most of the
Dec. 9 -- 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the courses in the first year and
Dr. Willard Burke's Com
munity Health class will continue Health Center; 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in should wait until later years to
take these courses.
to offer free blood pressure the Library.
Dec. 10 -- 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
screening programs for faculty,
Ms. Phelps emphasized that
staff, and students on the in Swindel Hall; 11:30 a.m. to 1
this proposal is being discussed
p.m. in Campus Elementary.
following schedule:
for possible implementation next
Dec. 11 -- 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Dec. 4 -- 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the
year. However, some steps have
Health Center.
New Gym.
been taken this year. A new
Dec. 5 -- 10 a.m. to noon in the
section of Writing 222 for
Dec. 12 -- 11 a.m. to noon in the
HSS building; 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in
Micronesians is being offered
the Health Center.
Health Center; 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in
winter term at 1 p.m. Mondays,
Dec. 8 -- 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. in the the College Center.
Wednesdays and Fridays and the
Natural Science building; 10 a.m.
Dec. 14 -17 -- anytime in the
special geography classes are
11
a.m.
in
the
Health
Center.
Health Center.
to
offered.
by DENA MINATO

I'reregislration Today - Preregistration for winter term passes is
today at 1:30 p.m. Afternoon classes are cancelled except for the 4.30
p.m. to 7 p.m. classes and science labs.
Reynolds Stars - Burt Reynolds stars in the adven'we ™ov!e
•'Deliverance" scheduled to be shown at 6:30 p.m. and 9 P ^^"day
the College Center. Admission is $1 for students and adults. Themovie
is rated R; those under 18 must be accompanied by a parent
guardian.
\rt Kxhibit to Close - James Mattingly's exhibit.l^ToUeee
Indian portraits will be on display through Dec. 16 in the College
Center concourse.
Ski Trip Set - The ski club's trip to Mt. Bachelor is set for Dec. 18 to
Dec. 20. They will stay at the Inn of the Seventh Mountain. For more
information contact Connie Westphal at 838-4281.
Breakfast For Sale - Doughnuts and coffee will continue to be sold in
the College Center Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 10i a.im. Cost
is twenty cents for doughnuts and ten cents for coffee. Danish will
sold for 25 cents on Tuesdays and Fridays.
Kecilaf Set - Lynn Maus will perform her student recital at 8 p.m.
Friday. Dec. 5 in the Music Hall auditorium. She is being accompanied
by Larry Brown. There will be no admission charge.
French l.it Offered - Dr. David Bernstein will be teaching RL 312,
"French Literary Genres in Translation", to all interested students.
No previous knowledge of French is required. For more information
contact Dr. Bernstein, Swindel Hall 208, ext. 380.
Science Seminar Set - The last fall term Natural Science seminar
will be held Dec. 9 in NS 103'at noon.
Progressive Dinner Planned - The French Club will have a
progressive dinner beginning at 5:30 p.m. Saturday. The progression
will begin with hors d'oeuvres in the College Center Willamette Room.
The dinner will progress to three more courses. Transportation will be
provided from the College Center. Tickets are $3 per person or $5.50
per couple and are available from noon to 1 p.m. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday in Swindel 107.
Movie Slated - "Talk of the Town" is the Fabulous Flick for
Tuesday. Dec. 9 at 7 p.m. in the College Center. Admission is 50 cents.

Choir to Perform - TheOCE Concert Choir will perform in the Music
Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m. Sunday and Monday.
Pops Set - The Pops Concert will be held Wednesday in the College
Center. The OCE Band and Jazz Ensemble will be featured.
Nurse Still Wanted - A part time position as Registered Nurse 2
exists in the Student Health Center. Those interested in applying or
interviewing may contact Joan Williams in the Business Office, ext.
201, and leave name, classification and phone number.

GodspelP Dec. 12 - The last Friday night movie of 1975 will be
"Godspell." It will be shown at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. Friday, Dec. 12 in
the College Center. Admission is $1 for students and adults, 50 cents for
kids 7 to 12 , under 6 free.

Special writing class offered

Class to continue screening

Winter Registration Set - Registration for winter term will be Jan. 5.
"Grenoble" on Flicks - The last Fabulous Flick will be "Grenoble."
to be shown Tuesday, Dec. 16 at 7 p.m. in the College Center. Ad
mission is 50 cents.
Fall term Ends - Finals week is Dec. 15 through 19 and fall term ends
Dec. 19. Christmas vacation is Dec. 20 through Jan. 4. Registration is
Jan. 5.
New Class Set - "Introduction to Early Childhood Education" will be
offered to all students winter term by the Education Department. Ed
364 will be from 4:30p.m. to 7 p.m. Monday in Ed 204 and will deal with
children ages three to eight. For more information students may
contact Dr. Elizabeth Hoyser, ext. 330.
Shrew to be Performed - Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew" will
be presented by Alpha Psi Omega drama fraternity Friday and
Saturday in the Little Theatre. Curtain is at 8:15 p.m. and there will be
a 50 cent admission charge.
Blood Pressure Screening Set - Dr. Burke's Community Health class
will be taking blood pressures at various places about the OCE
campus through Dec. 12. For more information students may check
with Dr. Burke or in the College Center office.
Semifinals on Radio - Salem radio station KSLM 1390 will carry the
OCE - Texas A & I semifinal game from Kingsville, Texas. Broadcast
time is approximately 11:30 a.m. our time.

Barnum Hall Plans Dance - Barnum Hall is sponsoring a dance
Saturday, in the OPE Gym. 'Airborne' will be featured. The dance will
be from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Concert Choir to Perform - a concert by the Concert Choir and the
Select Singers will be held Sunday and Monday, Dec. 7 and 8 in the
Music Hall Auditorium. It is scheduled to begin at 8 p.m. Admission is
$1.50 for adults and 50 cents for students.
Outdoor Program in Bend - The Outdoor Program is renting a room
at the Inn of the Seventh Mountain for Friday and Saturday, Dec. 19
and 20 A car poolwill be formed. The charge will be $5 per night. The
OCE Ski Club will also have rooms. For more information, contact
Everett May (Ski Club) at SPO 93, phone 838-3487, or Lauren Burch
(Outdoor Club) at ext. 295.
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Auditorium work slowed
by KIM CARTER
Lamron staff

Remember

the

Fine

events on a single day, but a
"whole series of inaugural
events" designed to take place
Arts
throughout fall term 1976.

behnrtg'pthat buildin8 shell
bebind
Campus Elementary
Wk S t0 be comPleted in
Feh°n '
February, but now, due to unforecasted delays, the date has
been moved to August 1976
RonaW
rwh°rdirlj t0 Dr
Chatham, director of planning,
the estimated date is just thatEvery
estimated date
of
completion is an estimated
date."
That means that things can go
wrong, like the weather, or a
shortage of supplies may come
up, or the equipment might not
come in. In the case of the Fine
Arts Building, all three of these
factors have contributed to
delays.

OCE students
had help from the MonmoutTiire7epa)\ment in""*
getting the lights up on the Christmas tree in time lor last night's
lighting.

Smoking civil offense
under proposed bill
by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff
A bill that would make smoking
in certain public places a federal
crime has been introduced by
Rep. Robert Drinan, D-Mass.
Under the "Smoker and NonSmoker Health Protection Act of
1975" smoking would be a civil
offense, punishable by fine.
Smoking would be outlawed in
waiting lines,
lobbies
and
boarding areas of airports, train
stations and bus terminals in
volved in
interstate
tran
sportation.
Other places where smoking
would be restricted are certain
areas in federal
buildings,
military bases and Congress.
Violators of the act in the
thousands of federal facilities
that would be covered would be
subject to internal disciplinary
measures, not criminal fines or
sanctions, a Drinan aide ex
plained. However, people caught
smoking in airports or other
covered public places would be
subject to civil fines.
The bill would also require
stronger warnings on cigarette
packages and increase the
federal cigarette tax for the first
tone since 1963 by a penny a
Pack. The added $300 million in
revenues would be used for

The Name Chain
says It all.
.. because it's
a custom-made
name bracelet.
Individual sculptured
pewter letters or numbers
are ,inked together to spell a
nam
e< a date, a message ... anything!
The Name Chain. The perfect gift
for only $19.95.
Order by mail or visit our store
and we'll make The Name Chain
while you wait.

*JTHE NOME CHAIN
ML
by Kimtron
? Itlixitu

L

wmEns
837 Main

St. -Dallas, Ore.
Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

°8cember4,1975

research on cancer, heart disease
and other smoking-related
diseases.
"There is nothing funny about
non-smokers' rights, at least not
to that majority of Americans
who want their health to be
protected
from smoke con
tamination forced upon them by a
few," Drinan said. He is an exsmoker.
Cigarette smoke
is not
merely an annoyance but a
serious health hazard to the 34
million persons suffering from
chronic bronchitis, emphysema
or heart disease, he added.
Rebuttle was given by Anne
Duffin, spokeswoman for the
Tobacco
Institute,
which
represents cigarette manufac
turers.
"We
have
always
maintained legislation is not
needed," she stated. "Smoking in
public is a matter of courtesy
and one does not legislate
courtesy."
"There is no proven health
effect on the healthy non-smoker
from cigarette smoke," she said.
"The health issue is a red
herring."
The bill is supported by antismoking groups called ASH,
Action on Smoking and Health,
GASP, Group Against Smokers'
Pollution, and SOS, Students
Opposed
to
Smoking.
The
American Cancer Society said it
endorsed the bill's principles.

At the end of fall term, a
special group of activities will
culminate the official inaugural
series. The fall term play, not yet
selected, will take place in the
new building. A tentative list of
events includes special lectures
and a fine arts series of events,
featuring a small orchestra, a
ballet troupe and one or two
pianists. Short comments by
invited speakers are planned, as
are performing groups from the
college.
During the special weekends of
fall term, specifically Dad's Day

An activity class in skiing will
be offered by the PE and Health
Department this winter to all
students, from beginners to
experts.
The class will be available
Dr. David Wallace, the director during pre-registration this af
of summer session and special ternoon and will be a SEEK class
programs, is the head of the with P.E. credit.
committee directing the ac
The class will be an all day
tivities for the dedication of the Tuesday class and the skiers will
new building. Wallace reported leave by bus at 7 a.m. Tuesdays
that the dedication events will not and return about 5:30 p.m. The
be a single event or a group of class will be held at Hoodoo Bowl
and the cost will be $90) for the
term for students who own their
own equipment and an extra $36
for students who don't own their
own skis.
According to Everett May, who

Bands plan

pops concert

The Concert Band will play
"Suite of American Dances" by
Robert Russell Bennett, "Music
for a Civic Celebration" by Roger
Nixon, "President Garfield's
Inaugural March" by John Philip
Sousa, "The Klaxon March" by
Harry Fillmore and "American
Christmas Festival" by Frank
Erickson.
The Jazz Ensemble will close
the program by polaying several
jazz and rock numbers, including
"Love for Sale" as arranged for
the Buddy Rich band, "Theme
from Shaft," arranged for the
Maynard Ferguson band, and
"Pieces of 12, 8 and 4" by Byers.

organized the class and is
president of the OCE ski club, the
class members will be given a
discount. Cost will be $3.50 a day
for lifts, $4 cheaper than usual
and $2.50 for lessons, $1.50
cheaper than usual. He also said
that the more people who sign up,
the cheaper the over-all price
will be. A minimum of 29 people
and a maximum of 45 are
allowed.
There will be four different
groups in the class, ranging from
beginners to the deep powder
skiers. The skiing will be done
through the Hoodoo ski school.
For any further information
students may contact May at 8383487, or SPO 93.

Debate teams from OCE,
Willamette
University
and
Oregon State University will
compete Friday at OCE in the
Bicentennial Youth Debates, a
national program.
The question to be debated in
the Lincoln-Douglas format is
"Resolved:
The
American
Political Parties Have Been
Dominated by Socio-economic
Elites." The debates will be at 11
a.m., 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. in Ed 217.
Two persuasive speeches on
"Is Federalism Obsolete? " will
be given at noon in the same
room.
The debates are sponsored by
the
Oregon
Speech
Com

munication Association. Winners
will advance to a regional
competition
next
April
in
Sacramento, Calif. The national
program is sponsored by the
Speech Communication Assoc
iation of America and funded by
the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
Coordinator Marion
Rossi,
assistant
professor
of
humanities, said judges will be
drawn from among the citizens of
Monmouth and Independence. No
college personnel will be involved
in the judging.
The debates are open to the
public. There will be no ad
mission charge.

*33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

$45.00 and up
at Village Music

I
I

1

Come
see the special drum
prices we have to offer.
399-9722

Right now the Fine Arts
Building doesn't look like much.
But hopefully by this time next
year, OCE will have a new
auditorium and the Planning
Commission will have one less
headache.

Debaters to compete
in Bicentennial program

GUITAR FOR
CHRISTMAS

« 1997 Lancaster

The Dedication Committee is
hoping to get some financial
support from ASOCE. ASOCE
President Ruth Daniels is on the
Dedication Committee Board and
is currently sitting with the
executive group.

Ski lessons offered
by PE department

"The major delay is due to the
fact that we couldn't get the
equipment
and
materials,"
Chatham explained. The main
shortage is the adhesive for the
roof. It seems the petroleum
shortage has hit everywhere,
including here in Monmouth.
The Planning Commission and
the Dedication Committee is
hoping that the auditorium will
be finished for fall term of 1976.

The OCE Concert Band and
Jazz Ensemble will present a
pops concert at 8 p.m. Wed
nesday, Dec. 10, in the College
Center coffee shop. There will be
no admission charge.
The two groups, both directed
by Richard Sorenson, associate
professor of music, will play a
varied
program
including
bicentennial, pop and Christmas
music.

and Homecoming, the building
will be open for tours by students'
parents.
Plans are now tentative and
should be more concrete in four
to six weeks.

Salem

I
I
I
I
I
1

L

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address
City

-—
State _

.Zip.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
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'Deliverance' shows Friday

Reynolds shoots rapids
Jon Voight and Burt Reynolds
had a big job ahead of them
filming Warner Bros.' ''De
liverance." They had to up
stage the mighty Chattooga
River, the white-water rapids
tumbling out of the remote
mountains of northern Georgia.
When studio location scouts
returned after exploring the
often treacherous river, they
warned producer-director John
Boorman that it was almost
impossible to make a movie up
there on the river, but Boorman,
who directed "Point Blank" and
"Hell in the Pacific," never
flinched. He ordered heavy duty
U.S.
Navy
underwater
Demolition Team rafts, outfitted
them for cameras and crews,

Winter films
Lynne Maus

Voice recital slated
Lvnne Maus, accompanied by
Larry Brown on the piano, will
perform a voice recital in the
Music Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Friday.
Ms. Maus is known at OCE and
in the surrounding communities
through her previous singing and
acting experience. This has in
cluded playing the part of Anna in
the "King and I" at the Salem
Pentacle Theatre last summer,
plus roles in various OCE
productions, such as Ado Annie in
"Oklahoma," Lucy in "The
Telephone," and Laetitia on "The
Old Maid and the Thief."
In the fall of 1973 Ms. Maus
appeared as guest soloist with the
Salem Pops Orchestra, and is
presently soloist with the First
Church of Christ, Scientist in
Salem.
She is a Music Education Major
at OCE and has been active in
both the OCE Choir and Select
Singers.

Mr. Brown is a graduate of
Willamette University and is
currently teaching English at
North Salem High School.
The program, consisting of six
groups of songs, is designed to
demonstrate Ms. Maus' versatile
range and singing styles. It in
cludes both operatic and folk
selections. There are numbers in
Italian, German, French, as well
as English.
The program will be as follows:
"Per pieta bell idol mis" and
"Almen se non poss' is," (both by
Bellini); "El incarnatus," by
Motzart;
"Four
German
Lieder," by Hugo Wolf; "Ve veux
viure," a waltz from 'Romeo and
Juliet' by Gounod; selections
from "Winter Words," by Ben
jamin Britten; "La Bistinim,"
(The
Beasts)
by
Francis
Poulene, and three selections
from "Canciones Claxicas", by
Oloradors.

Holiday concert scheduled
The
Oregon
College
of
Education Concert Choir and
Select Singers will present the
college's
annual
Christmas
Vespers concert Sunday and
Monday evenings.
The concert will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Music Hall auditorium.
There will be an admission price
which will be added to a music
department scholarship fund.
John Bellamy, professor of
humanities, will narrate the
Christmas story.
Choral soloists will be Gail
Ryder, Salem; Lane Shetterly,
Dallas; John Baker, Newport;
Cindy Carder, Albany; and
Jerilee Foster, Tillamook. A
I
I
i
l
I
I
I

l
i
i
I
I

brass ensemble, organ and
timpani will assist the singers.
The program will include
"Fanfare for Christmas," by Ron
Nelson, Concert Choir and brass
ensemble;
"Canite
Tuba,"
Palestrina,
choir;
"Three
Spanish Christmas Carols," by
Francisco Guerrere, choir; "The
Christmas Story," by Ron
Nelson, choir, brass ensemble,
timpani and organ; "0 Magnum
Mysterium," by T.L. da Victoria,
Select Singers; "Two Spanish
Carols of the Sixteenth Cen
tury," anonymous, singers; and
"The Miracles of Christmas," by
Ned Reren, singers and organ.

The schedule of Friday night
movies for winter term is as
follows: Jan. 9, "Blazing Sad
dles;" Jan. 16, "Claudine;" Jan.
23, "Brother Sun, Sister Moon;"
Jan. 30, "Uptown Saturday
Night;" Feb. 6, "Little Big
Man;" Feb. 13, "Our Time;"
Feb. 20, "Last Picture Show;"
Feb. 27, "Magnum Force;"
March 5, "Harry and Tonto;"
and March 12, "The Three
Musketeers."
The Tuesday night Fabulous
Flicks will be switched to Mon
day nights winter term. They are
the
following:
Jan.
5,
"Nosferatu;"
Jan.
12,
"Metropolis;" Jan. 19, "Lost
World;" Jan. 26, "The Gold
Rush;" Feb. 2, "The General;"
Feb. 9, "The Westerner;" Feb.
16, "Sign of the Cross;" Feb. 23,
"It Happened One Night;"
March
1,
"My
Little
Chickadees;" and March 8,
"Sahara."

The OCE Pep Band is now
being organized in preparation
for the basketball season. The
group will perform at all home
basketball games and will make
some trips to away games. The
major trip this year will be to
Cheney, Washington, to play at
the OCE vs. Eastern Washington
game in February.
The pep band may be taken for
one hour of credit furing winter
term. The band repertoire in
cludes mostly pop and rock
music. Players of all band in
struments are needed, especially
an electric bass player and set
drummer. The first rehearsal of
the group will be at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 11 in Music Hall
108.

Any students interested in
playing in the pep band may
contact Dr. Richard Sorenson,
director of bands, in Music Hall
101, ext. 275.

What did happen on Jt.fc,..!,. the Cahulawasaee River?
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The streets of OCE were almost deserted last weekend as the
usual inhabitants took off in all directions to enjoy ThanksgivW
Day feasts.

ACTION
THEATRE
Double Features
8mm film rental

11-11 daily
1-7 Sunday

Talk of
the Town

Pacific Room
• College Center

equipment. Many evenings f0lII1(i
^rou;mpn
and
PnnL.
crewmen
eqmpmei,
stranded along
_ the Hverbani
waiting for the pickup raft which
made a sunset sweep of the riVer
picking up stragglers in time f0r
a late dinner.
A stern warning was t
the production office for
who were lost along the river
bank. They were not to wander
aimlessly, because the forests
can swallow them up in no time
Plus a number of stills, f0r
making moonshine whiskey
abound in the area and the
owners of the illegal stills don't
take kindly to strangers.
So despite stills, roaring
rapids, and any number of other
adversities, Boorman brought
Warner's "Deliverance" cast
and crew down the river andback
to the Burbank lot without a
hitch.
"Deliverance," the motion,
picture
version
of James
Dickey's best-selling novel, was
written for the screen by Boor
man and Dickey.

Bond readies

ASOCE
Presents

7:00 p.m.
December 9,1975
Pacific Room
College Center

hired some of the best boatsmen
in the country, trained his stars in
shooting rapids, then set out to
make "Deliverance."
All crewmembers were outfitted in black rubber wet-suits,
knee and elbow pads and extra
paddles. There was no way to get
to the chosen locations except on
the river itself. Getting to the
destinations along the overgrown
banks is impossible. Large snake
populations,
cottonmouths,
rattlers and copperheads, make
land travel even more dangerous
than the river, charging its way
down 40 or 50 miles of boulder
strewn river bed.
The river almost won on points.
It dashed Voight's canoe into
splinters twice and dumped him
into the churning rapids dozens of
times. It took Reynolds and his
co-stars Ronny Cox and Ned
Beatty over numerous mediumsized falls unannounced.
Jagged rocks tore the bottoms
out of at least six of the rugged
rafts
carrying
soundmen,
cameras and extremely valuable

6:30 and 9:00 p.m.
M^ocjfjcJtoomi

December

5, 1975

College Center

Deliverance

Rated

X

See our
large
movie
arcade
books, magazines
& marital aids.

A JOHN BOORMAN FILM

Starring JON VOIGHT • BURT REYNOLDS • PANAVISION® ffiteini
TECHNICOLOR® • From Warner Bros A Warner

Ph. 364-0792
17e/>
175 Commercial N.E., Salem

Conspiracy' romance combined

Condor exposes corruption of CIA
by DENA MINATO

Assistant editor
•Three Days of the Condor"

:ng Robert Redford comes
at just the right time, as
urdlv a day goes by when the
sD3Per headlines don't reveal
-oine neW governmental cover

S'f

UPThe

movie, based on the novel,
•«x Days of the Condor" by
r,mes Grady, has been called a
olitical thriller about the CIA.'.'
opdford plays a
researcher
forking f°r the CIA at a station

camouflaged as a literary
society.
Portrayed as a hard-working
ambitious young bookworm '
Redford makes a living by
pouring over thousands of books
searching for clues to secret plots
of interest to the CIA. This in
formation
from
popular
literature is computerized by the
CIA in an effort to uncover
patterns
of
underhanded
schemes.
The movie opens as our hero,
the blond-haired blue-eyed sex
symbol known from such films as

The Sting", "The Great Gatsby'' and "The Way We Were,"
accidentally turns up a clue to the
existence of a conspiratorial
network working within the CIA.
He immediately reports this
information to the agency's
headquarters, which starts the
continuous action of the movie
rolling.
Reford s six co-workers are
exterminated by a professional
killer, Max Von Sydow, hired by
the crooked CIA officials. He is
spared simply because he is out
to lunch - literally. From there
on out Redford is the target
of straight and not-so-straight
Intelligence persons alike.
This fast paced, blood spilling
hunt for Redford lasts for three
days, which conveniently ex
plains the title. Some may
wonder, as I do, what happens in
the other three days that were
eliminated when the movie was
made from Grady's original
story.
Handsome Robert Redford
cannot, as usual, make it through
a movie without some romance
and this is where heroine Faye
Dunaway comes in. He picks her
up outside a ski shop using a
familiar
line
which
goes
something like "Don't I know you
from somewhere," but he has one
advantage many hopeful males
lack (besides his blue eyes), a
gun.
Although acting somewhat
perturbed at being forced at
gunpoint to transport this strange
man to her apartment, Dunaway
fails to put up a very convincing

Lamron photo by Brian Knutson

Lead actors in "The Taming of the Shrew", Lisa Hanson, and
Scott Jensen rehearse for their weekend performances, Friday
and Saturday night at 8:15.

'Taming of Shrew'
opens tomorrow
by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff
"The Taming of the Shrew," by
William Shakespeare, will open
at 8:15 p.m. tomorrow in the
OCE Little Theatre. The show
will run through Saturday, Dec.
6.

The show is an Alpha Psi
Omega,
national
drama
fraternity, presentation. There
will be a 50 cent admission
charge, which will enable Alpha
Psi Omega to award a scholar
ship and to produce other shows.
The
play
is
one
of
Shakespeare's earliest comedies.
Shakespeare's comedy lies in his
comic lines, disguised actors and
mistaken
identities.
These
elements are further enhanced
by the body, vocal and facial
expressions of the cast.
The play is about a father who
has two daughters. The youngest,
Bianca, is beautiful, obedient and
has a number of suitors who want
to marry her. Before she can be
married, however, her older
sister Kate, the shrew, must be
wed.
Bianca's suitors find a man
who will marry Kate because she
is rich. The man finds he has
taken on quite a chore when he
sets about to "tame the shrew."
The acting will take place in
front of, as well as on the stage.
The sets and props will be at a
mmimum.

Costumes

for

will be
Elizabethan style.

in

Production

the
the

This is my last year here and I
wanted
to
direct
a
Shakespearean
play,"
said
Member 4,1975

director Steve Lady. "I felt we
needed to do a Shakespearean
play at OCE."
Before school began this fall
Lady, vice president of Alpha Psi
Omega, talked to the advisor of
the organization, Mr. Richard
Davis, assistant professor of
Humanities. Davis okayed the
idea and production began.
Director Lady is a speech drama
major. He has been actively
involved
in
OCE
drama
productions during most of his
college career, both as an actor
and as a director. He has acted in
two
Shakespearean
plays
previously presented on campus,
"King Lear" and "Midsummer
Night's Dream."
Debbie Thomas is the assistant
director of the production.
The lead role of Kate (the
shrew) will be played by Lisa
Hanson. Scott Jensen will play
Petruchio, the man who tames
the shrew.
Others in the cast are Ken
Swanson as Bianca, Kate's sister,
and Digby Morrow as Baptists,
their father. Suitors to Bianca are
Mark Wood as Lucentio; Ken
Hermens as Hortensio, and
Bryan White as Gremio.
The rest of the cast includes
Doug Ousterhout as Vincentio;
Mary Susie Niklas as the Pedant;
Jan Mathews as Tranio; J. A.
Sarti as Biondello; Phil Chapin as
Grumio; Stan Taggart as Curtis,
and Daneen Lady as the widow.
Servants include Terri Schmidt,
Joanne Hoyt, Debbie Thomas and
Daneen Lady.

resistance to her abductor.
This is explainable, however.
What
normal,
red-blooded
American female would object
too strongly to being kidnapped
by Robert Redford?
Actually, Miss Dunaway is a

review

spiritory groups within their
structure. Of
course their
remedial plan of action is per
fectly logical -- hire the same
professional killer hired to kill
Redford and have these no-goods
exterminated.
The idea that the CIA is in
volved in killing is not really new,
even though many of the facts are
just now being released. This
movie successfully raises some
questions to which the answers
may be obvious. Does the CIA
really operate "think tanks?"
Will the CIA really hire gun
men to murder their own
men? Can these killings really
take place in the streets of our
country's-cities and be covered
up by the police?

logical candidate since in her role
as Cathy she portrays a very
lonely woman who is probably
just
waiting
around
for
something like this to happen. As
an experienced photographer
she reveals her lone-wolf per
sonality with pictures of bare
"Condor," the first really big
streets, bare trees, and deserted
post-Watergate political film,
park benches.
brings to the screen for the
Giving up a weekend with her viewing of the entire public the
lover in Vermont, Cathy spends corruption of one of America's
the three days helping Redford institutions. Redford has another
stay alive 'and find out why so movie upcoming, "All the
many people are interested in President's Men," dealing with
shooting him full of holes.
Watergate and co-starring Dustin
Using
complicated
spy Hoffman. It should bring up even
techniques which you may find it more value questions about the
hard to believe a simple book- workings of this country.
reader would know, Redford
Though the movie, "Condor"
discovers why he's marked for
death and uncovers who is after has its faults, the acting is overall
very good and the action is never
him.
Not wanting to give away the lacking. If it can keep the at
ending of a truly exciting and tention of a spy movie hater like
even frightening movie, I'll just myself it must have something
add that Redford manages to going for it. It may even give that
help the "biggies" in the CIA who well known mechanical shark a
have remained straight to realize run for his money when Oscar
the existence of these con- time rolls around.

Buy your roommate
a Christmas gift:
*Vased Dried Flowers
*Stained Glass Decoratives
* Ceramic tiles, Gifts
and Planters

V.il
J
»%*' *»>

Vaiues up to 50% off
OCE Bookstore
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Tekle sets league scoring record)
leads soccer team to seventh
A real Ducky rip-off
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

by CAL FAGAN
Lamron staff

Willamette University found
out Nov. 22 that the "Big Red
Machine" isn't located only in
Cincinnati, as the OCE soccer
team rolled over the visiting
Bearcats for an easy 8-1 victory.
The Wolves have now won their
seventh straight game of the
season and remain the only
unbeaten team in the Oregon
Intercollegiate
Soccer
Association. They will be looking
for their eighth in a row when
they take on the University of
Oregon JV team in Eugene this
Saturday in Autzen Stadium. The
game is set for 10:30 a.m. and a
victory would give the Wolves
their first OISA division title
ever.
Playing Willamette before a
rain-soaked, enthusiastic crowd
that included OCE's President
Leonard Rice,
the
Wolves
unleashed the league's number
one threat Solomon Tekle against
the Bearcats. Tekle all but
destroyed the Bearcat defense by
scoring a league record of five
goals in one game, as well as
setting a new school record for
most goals in one game.
Tekle's record was set up by an
excellent display of teamwork.
Co-captain
Woody
Admassu
helped set up many of Tekle's
goals by putting on a superb

University of Oregon President William Boyd is trying
to pull off what could well be considered one of the
biggest student rip-offs in educational history. What the
Duck prexy is planning on doing down at UO is in
creasing the football budget there by $25,000 to $35,000
during the next two years.
At first this idea may seem to be a grand one. A^Te.t'
all, the Ducks have a pretty bad football team and it
seems that the only way they can keep up with teams
like UCLA and USC is to increase their budgets and lure
more high school and junior college players in.
However, Mr. Boyd's plan has its deep, dark pitfalls.
For one thing, he plans on allocating the money even if
it means deficit spending. He says he's doing it with
"faith that a lot of people in this community and the
state are committed to athletics and when they see we
mean business they will be generous to us."
Ha! And double ha-ha! How many people in this
state are actually committed to the University of
Oregon football team, which has a 3-8 record this last
year? And how can people be generous when it's hard
enough to put meat on the table once a week these days,
much less sit through three hours of rain to see the
University of Oregon either (A) lose, or (B) beat some
rotten team?
Boyd says that with the money he's going to feed into
the football program, the teams will get better and
before you know it there will be a huge rise in students
going to the games. Oh yeah? As if students are willing
to pay a fortune to go to school there and then pay to sit
in the rain and watch their team lose. And what's even
worse is that the football stadium isn't even on campus.
Autzen Stadium is a few miles away from the U of O.
With the kind of basketball teams Oregon has been
getting in recent years, it's apparent that students are
going to be much more willing to pay money to see a
winning team in a dry building rather than a loser in a
wet football stadium.
Boyd said that if the football team can't raise the
money soon, then he will "bend gift monies toward
athletics and away from other parts of the University."
This would be a real brilliant move for a college to take.
The U of O may improve it's football team, alright, but
the rest of the college is going to be that much less of a
fine school.
Boyd said "Many good football players want to play in
the pro's. They want winning programs, but they also
want an opportunity to play and they could have the
opportunity to at Oregon and be sure to be seen while
playing in a major conference." Okay, the National
Football League will have a few more stars but the
world is going to have a few less doctors and teachers
because scholarships were given to athletes instead of a
prospective doctor. What's more important in this
world, a doctor or a pro football palyer? Realistically, a
person should receive a scholarship because they need it
financially and deserve it academically, not earn it
athletically. But Boyd's proposed plan runs this idea
into the ground.
It appears that the University of Oregon wants to gain
national fame through good sports teams. They're
trying to keep up with teams like Southern Cat, Ohio
State and UCLA, who have tremendous athletic budgets,
and as everybody tries to out-do everybody else, the
amateurism of college sports is taken out. College
sports, especially football, has become one of the
countries biggest money makers and it may as well be
turned into a pro sport. What these colleges don't realize
is that it isn't hard to build winning programs when little
money is used. OCE, for example, has a tiny athletic
budget, but has a 9-0 football team, a 7-0 soccer team,
a 6-0 women's bowling team, and last year had the
nation's sixth-best women's track team, seventh best
softball team and the NAIA's second best men's bowling
team. And, with continuing successful sports teams,
what is OCE famous for? For being the number one
elementary education school in the country, thats what.
Don Read, Oregon's head football coach, said of
Boyd's decision, "I'll tell you one thing. The president is
a heck of a man." Now how many UO students would
agree with that? (Hint: only about 80, who play foot
ball.)
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EWSC on
probation
Eastern Washington State
College has been placed on one
year probation in basketball for
playing
a
game
against
Washington State University,
according to this week's
Evergreen Conference report.
Also, Eastern Oregon State
College is dropping all sports
except football and basketball;
golf is being dropped as an EvCo
sport ; there will be no more fall
baseball practices; the OCE
freshman basketball team has
been cut; a travel limit of 12
wrestlers and 32 track members
has been placed on the schools;
and OCE football coach Dr. Bill
McArthur was named Coach of
the Year.

display of passing. In fact, when
the game was all but over,
Admassu put on a dribbling
display that pleased the crowd so

much that they may start yelling
for the "Woody Shuffle" every
time he gets the ball from now on.
He even performed the famous
"scissors kick" at the end of the
game, much to the delight of the
home town crowd.
The league's leading scoring
team got its high powered offense
slowed down in the first half by a
steady downpour of rain. But

Tekle managed to take a
precision pass from Admassu
and raced by the Willamette
defense to score the game's first
goal.
Other
numerous
scoring
chances by the Wolves were
stopped by bad footing. Time and
again the front four of Tekle, Tom
Lonergan, Yohannes Tadesse
and Cliff Villa raced by the
defense, only to lose the ball
trying to get their footing in the
ankle-deep mud.
Somehow Tekle managed to
stay on his feet long enough to
score his second goal of the game
to put the Wolves ahead 2-0 at the
half.
This lead was protected by an
outstanding defensive effort that
was led by the Wolves' fearsome
foursome of Greg Baisch, Mike
Edwards, Paul Chapin and
Ananso Nikole. Before the end of
the season they may become
more famous than the Los
Angeles Rams' front four in
football, as they have allowed no
team this year to get off more
than a few shots at their goal.
The second half was a com
pletely different soccer game.
The rain stopped, the fans began
to warm up and dry off and the
Wolves began to score at will.
Nothing Willamette tried could
stop Tekle and his teammates

from controllling the entire
second half.
The Wolves continued their
scoring at the beginning 0{ %
second half as Tekle took a pass
from Admassu and raced by the
defense to score his third goal of
the game and give OCE a 34
lead. Moments later Tadesse
found a loose ball in front of an
empty net and blasted his fifth
goal of the year, upping the
Wolves' lead to 4-0.
Tekle then took fast break
passes from Admassu and Scott
Nagel to score his fourth and fifth
goals of the game to give OCE a
commanding lead of 6-0. Tekle
now was a total of 16 goals in only
seven games to lead the Wolves
in scoring for the year.
The attention soon changed to
the Wolves' most versatile
player, Mike Edwards. Starting
the game as a defensive fullback
he moved back to his mfamiliar wing position at the start
of the second half. From there he
took a pass from Tekle to score
the seventh goal of the game and
his second of the year.
The Wildcats finally broke the
ice by scoring a goal with less
than six minutes left in the game
to close the score to 7-1. Their
happiness was short lived
however, as Edwards gave Nagel
a perfect pass that allowedhimto
score the game's final goal. It
was also Nagel's third goal of the
year.
At this point the Wolves
defensive players even tried tc
score a goal before the end of the
game. But shots by Betre Melese.
Bob Severson and Jim Spence:
could not find their marks and the
Wolves settled for the very
convincing 8-1 victory.
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THE
HAGGLE HOUSE
(Experienced Merchandise)
Skiis & Ski Boots

Open 6 days a week
10:00-5:30
till 7:00 on Friday
184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366

seo***

Come to the
Stone Lion and
Listen to the
radio broadcast
of OCE vs.
Texas A & I over
our speaker system.
game time 11:20 a.m

GO WOLVES!
l.'.CTr

Gridders on way to NAIA's top game
STEVEGEIGER

• Sports editor

"Off we S° into ^le wild
It s „„rfer" time for the OCE
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football
This
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football team
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This
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Players eight coaches and about
50 fans took off from OCE on their
way to he Portland airport for
he first leg of their trip to Texas
where the OCE football team will
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nation this year
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Livingston responds to UPS
-jitor's note: This is the letter
i en by OCE Athletic Director
gob Livingston to Puget
"r d's Athletic Director, Doug
Arthur- i" regard to the
Iiroversy that arose from
c°rf"s last second football vicSover UPS three weekends
'
"

jfS&S**-*
98,16

pear Doug:

Unless I misunderstand, your
background is sports information
n0t coaching. Anyone who has
coached for any considerable
oeriod of time, has experienced

that he not be an alumnus nor
live in the same town as the
college - particularly if small
I will not presume to judge the
interference call - have you
known many or any that were
not debatable to some degree
by somebody?
Did you notice that Darrell
Davis, PSU Coach, said to
Portland Sportswriters and
Sportscasters on Tuesday after
looking at films "it was not a
bad call."
When you imply that the call
reflected in any way on any
OCE personnel you are talking
totally without any basis of
fact. I suggest you knock it off
and retract immediately.
Bob Flood needs no defense
from me -- his reputation as a
competent, courageous official
is secure.

important ot ttie game and to
to minimize any
possible conflict.

attemPt

You

are

Ks^ssrssrs
receive such a protest even
mistaken

leftimate ma"er
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In summary, having been
through similar events many
times, as a coach and athletic
director,Ihad a deep and sincere
feeling for all of you and your
disappointment following the
game.
However, if there are any
grounds for censure or action in
the whole affair, in my con
sidered judgment, they rest,
squarely on the almost total loss
of control of your coach during
the following the game - there is
no sadder comentary on sport,
and presumed leaders of young
men, than to see those young men
exhibit more self control than the
coach. Several
times
they
physically pushed him off the
field to prevent unsportsmanlike
penalties, fights, etc.
This is closely followed in
seriousness by you, his athletic
director, on a radio broadcast to
Tafcoma calling the play by play
of the coach, hassling the official
completely to the dressing room,
and applauding him for his ac
tions.
Rules are clear as to proper
channels and grounds for the
lodging of protests. Coaches and
athletic directors have a perfect
right, and even obligation, to
question
mistakes
in
in
terpretation of rules. At no level
of sport is judgment by an official
grounds for protest, nor the other
unfortunate fringe events at
which you are grasping.
The antics of your coach in
particular and you, to perhaps a
greater degree, by carrying it
into the media, damage you both
as individuals, your case, and
worst of all the profession.
We are in the process of
determining
the
extent
of
damage done to our new physical
education building by temper
tantrums of your players, that
included
slamming
helmets
against lockers, walls and doors.
Since we both seem to be
venting our true feelings, I must
tell you thatI discouraged Coach
McArthur from scheduling you in
the first place. Now, naturally,
my feelings are re-enforced that
we really don't have enough
similarity in any of our sports to
serve any sound educational
reason by playing.

about an equal balance of last
minute devastating defeats and
miracle-like finishes for wins,
How nice to know you are
that appeared impossible.
scoreboard experts. I and the
"goth kinds of endings rather
two maintenance men and
typically involve critical of
scoreboard operators would
ficiating decisions. So it was not
surely have appreciated your
hard for me to sympathize with
expertise as we struggled to
heartbreak last
vour team's
repair it -- including installing a
Saturday, as I expressed to you
new pack.Ipersonally asked to
following the game.
have it carefully checked on
Games of that sort particularly
Friday prior to the game - it
provide rich opportunity for the
was and functioned perfectly
then.
coach and others to significantly
affect the educational develop 2- JThe officials informed your
ment of players and fans by
coafeh of the board's failure at
outwardly, at least, hiding
the start of the game — it
disappointment or even disgust.
malfunctioned throughout, not
The coach, by definition, is
just the second half, as you
supposed to help players develop
said. He sent an observer (a
emotional control and to live with
very nice young man) to the
both victory and defeat.
press box to monitor the hand
I refused to dignify immediate
clock pressed into service. It is
post-game hassling by
at
strange that no one saw
tempting any defense of ac
anything wrong then with
cusations being tossed about
operating it up there, where the
then. My assumption was that
horn controls are located, etc.
your personnel, including you,
would by Tuesday or so realize 3. Statistics -- The game statis
tics have OCE overwhelming
the call in question
was
UPS 400-220 and were unusual
judgment, not grounds
for
for such a "close" game. Ex
protest, and, thus, your emotions
cept for our two fumbles very
would cool.
close to our own goal line, on
Instead, I find upon returning
which you capitalized, the
from out-of-state meetings that
score likely would have
apparently UPS is further fueling
reflected
the
statistical
the fire. Now, I have no choice
superiority.
You
made
but to rebuff you, particularly
misleading suggestions that the
since your side of the incident has
officials prevented you scoring
now reached at least two national
on one of these occasions, when
wire services.
in fact, I believe you did score
Unfortunately, there are
a
before you relinquished the
good many people in the public
ball.
who equate truth with the written
and spoken word of the media.
The penalty statistics truly
Information emanating from
were unusual asInoted earlier,
you is
inaccurate,
false,
although you were wrong in
misleading, extraneous and filled
saying we had none. As far asI
with innuendo coming very close
know, players make the in
to libel. On behalf of our 75
fractions, officials only call
football players, coaching staff
them.
and other institutional groups
You will find,I am confident,
these are my reactions and only
that over a long period of time,
as Oregon College of Education
all coaches playing at OCE in
athletic director.
all sports will agree generally
that the officiating is con
Bob Livingston
1. Officiating - four penalties
sistently better here than any Athletic Director
were called on OCE
-- all
other stop on the NAIA circuit Oregon College of Education
refused by UPS -- you say there
in the Northwest. One of the
were none.
things to which I attribute this
. As a coach and AD my stand
is that rarely are any of our
ing instructions to the officiatofficials from the immediate
lng associations have been to
community. Thus they are not
assign officials on the basis of
subjected to unconscious, but
he visiting coach's preference.
inordinate pressure.
While conferences such as the
j^ergreen Conference and 4. Threats - Surely you will not
^AA
Division
II
in
sficFto some of your threats
dependents, as UPS, cannot
such as to blackball the entire
Possibly afford officiating set
Salem Officials Association for
Ps like the major institutions,
what you regard as mistakes of
have held that every coach
one man or possibly five. We
as the right to expect two
added the fifth one, in
lngs at least in an official cidentally, because of the
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NAIA football teams in the
nation. They are called the
Javelina's and they play at
Javelina Stadium. They are also
10-0 on the year and the defending
national champs.
That's why this is such a big
game nationally. It is the semiinals of the NAIA championships
and the winner will plav the
winner of the other semi-final
game for the national title. So
E, rated fifth in the nation out
ot 555 schools, is one of the only
lour teams that can win the
national championship.
The Texas A & I offense is
somewhat like OCE's. It uses a
veer attack but with a full-house,
^r°rf.e^ backfield. Gil Steinke, an
ex-Philadelphia Eagle, is the
head coach. The Javelinas have
linemen who are regarded pro
material and will probably ap
pear in the pro draft next spring.
1 hey have over 20 victories in a
row and have won the NAIA title
three times in the last six years.
They have some pretty fair
alumni already playing in the
National Football league, such as
iene Upshaw, Dwight Harrison,
Levi Johnson, Ernie Price and
Eldridge Small.
But enough of that. OCE is, of
course, the underdog, but that
doesn't exclude us from a vic
tory .After all, as has been
pointed out by student-coach
Mike Rooney, OCE is rated ahead
of Grambling, which beat Oregon
State, which beat Washington,
which beat Kansas, which beat
Oklahoma, which is the number
two rated NCAA school in the
nation. Of course, Texas A & Iis
rated ahead of OCE, so they are
ahead of Oklahoma too.
But the point is, OCE has not
yet played anyone nationally so it
is impossible to say exactly how
OCE rates nationally. Texas A &
Iplayers have the size, but many
times the smaller man has
beaten the larger man because of
quickness. The game will begin
at 1:30 p.m. CST, or 11:20 a.m
PST.

OCE's Head Football Coach
Bill McArthur has also been
voted both Evergreen Conference
and District 2 Coach of the Year.
OCE had the most players
selected to the all-district unit a
week ago. Quarterback Tom
Horn, tackle Mike Manley and
guard Tom Bryant were named
to the offensive team, while
sophomore linebacker Randy
Shipley and junior defensive end
Larry Monagon repeated at their
positions.
Steve
defensive
Goodfellow was named the other
all-district defensive end. Terry
Houck, Gary Johnson and Steve
Sears were given honorable
mention.
McArthur appeared on the
Portland radio show "Calling All
Sports" last week which is
broadcast before portland Trail
Blazer games by KOIN radio 97.
When asked about the Texas A &
I alumni in the NFL he said.
"They have nine. That's a little
better than we have done.
"We are going to do a lot more
stunting by our linebackers,"
McArthur told the audience when
asked how he expects to get
through the big Texan linemen to
the running backs. "If we tried to
go one-on-one against them, we'd
get blown out of there."
This is the first time OCE's
football team has gone into the
national playoffs. McArthur has
been coaching OCE football
teams for 29 years and hasn't had
a 9-0 season since 1949. Or that is,
until this year.
The game is one of the biggest
in the country and it probably will
decide the No. 1NAIA team in the
nation. If Texas A & I wins, it
should be able to repeat as
national champs. If OCE wins, it
should be good enough to take on
any other challengers around.
At any rate, OCE is, at least,
one of the four best teams in the
nation, since there are only four
in the playoffs. That's very in
teresting, when one considers
that there are 555 NAIA schools in
the United States. And quite a
tribute to Dr. McArthur, his staff
and the players.

Invest your dollars at
5!4% or Regular Savings
Stop by Thursday and
Friday
for
free
refreshments. Free
Rhodies and Azaleas for
a deposit of $250.00.
Money in by .the tenth
earns from the first.

BEAVER STATE
Savings & Loan Assoc.
167 N. Knox,
Monmouth
Member FSLIC
838-4311
Deposits Insured
To $40,000
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Field hockey trio gets Gene Upshaw? Levi Johnson?;
Who in the heck are they?
post-season honors
the second half when a drive from
the right side of the circle went
Margo Case, Heidi Hartzell and into the net. OCE controlled the
Teresa Whitehall gained OCE ball about 60 per cent of the time
field hockey honors for 1975 past the mid-field stripe and had
following the Wolves' par the ball inside its 25 yard line at
ticipation in the Northwest least half of that time, according
Collegiate "A" Field Hockey to Rice.
"Their goalie stopped some
Conference
tournament
in
Tacoma, Wash., two weekends* nice attempts on goal," Coach
Rice said. The coach attributed
ago.
Case was voted by the OCE the Shagit win to their "fast,
style
of
play.
players as the outstanding for aggressive"
ward on the team this year, Margaret Bates and Hartzell
Hartzell was voted the most were chosen top defensive
outstanding back and Whitehall players of the game and Case was
was chosen most improved picked as the best offensive.
In the final game of the tour
player.
OCE completed its season in nament, with OCE 0-1-2, the
the tournament by playing four Wolves put it all together with a 2games, with two of them ending 1 win over the University of
in zero-zero ties, to Pacific Washington.
"We finally got it together on
Lutheran and the University of
British Columbia. The other two offense," Coach Rice said. OCE
games saw OCE lose to Shagit had the ball past the mid-stripe
Valley 1-0 and beat the University for 50 minutes of the 60 minute
of Washington 2-1. The ties were game and had it inside UW's 25
Friday, Nov. 21 and other games. mark during 36 minutes of the 60.
UW scored its first goal right
were Saturday, Nov. 22.
The teams participating in the off the bat when the ball found the
tournament were Willamette OCE nets with 30 seconds gone in
University, the University of the first half. OCE made its first
Oregon,
Oregon State, OCE, goal five minutes later when Deb
Western
Washington,
Wash Griffin stroked the ball into the
ington, Pacific Lutherari, Boise nets, giving OCE its first goal in
State, University of Idaho, Simon the four games. The Wolves'
Fraser and University of British winning goal didn't come until 23
minutes into the second half,
Columbia.
Each team played four games when Case took a shot off of the
in the tournament, two each day, goalie's pads and scored the
and OCE's ties were to Pacific second goal for OCE. Out
Lutheran and the University of standing offensive player of the
game was Griffin and the top
British Columbia.
The Pacific Lutheran game defensive player was Hartzell.
was dominated by the teams'
"We looked really good toward
defenses and played on a muddy
the end of the season, especially
field, accounting for the low in the tournament," Coach Rice
amount of goals scored. Coach said following the final game.
Jackie Rice said that this game
"We were much more con
was probably the weakest total sistent on defense. We started to
play of their four games. The fully utilize the new 3-3-3-1-1
outstanding offensive player for offense and defense initiated this
the game was left forward Cathy
year. Totally, we had a good
Varner and outstanding defen season, especially considering
sive player was goalie Sherry the inexperience players we had
Adams.
at many positions."
OCE played British Columbia
in the second game of the day,
going against the school's second
team, because its first team was
too strong for the tournament.
Coach Rice said that UBC's
second team is always as strong
or stronger than anyone else in
the tournament.
OCE's basketball team will see
"Our team really rose to the its first action tomorrow night
occasion," Coach Rice said. "A
when it squares off against Chico
tie against UBC is like a win. State College in California. The
They didn't have too many team will also play Chico State
scoring threats and the few times Saturday night and then travel to
they were in the striking circle Areata for a pair of games with
our defense held on well. Our Humbolt State Monday and
goalie Sherry Adams made some Tuesday nights.
fine clears. We could have
The first home game will be
pressed harder on offense, but we Friday,
Dec.
12,
against
feel that we were really con Willamette at 7:30 p.m. The first
centrating on defense. We had league game will be at home
several nice attempts on goal." against Central Washington, this
Varner was voted by the year's pre-season pick to take the
players as the best offensive Evergreen Conference cham
player again and Hartzell was pionship.
chosen best defensive.
Last Saturday OCE played a
After the team lost to Shagit
team of OCE alumnis and outValley 1-0, Coach Rice said, "The scored their opponents 62-29 in
last several years one goal has the second half to take a 92-59
separated us one way or the other win. Mike O'Connor, returning
in tournament play."
starter at guard, scored 21 to lead
The winning goal was scored
OCE, while returning starting
with nearly 20 minutes gone in
center Jon Anderson scored 18.
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

about how six of them were first
A lot has been said during the
past two weeks about how great a round draft choices.
But no one has identified these
team Texas A & I is and about
players. Maybe it's just as well.
how it has nine alumni playing in
It shows why Texas A & I is the
the National Football League and
defending NAIA
division 1
champs and why they have won
the title'three out of the six last
years.
The nine players who are in the
OCE's volleyball team took NFL and hail from Texas A & I
third place in last weekend's are: Gene Upshaw, Oakland
AIAW qualifying tournament in Raider guard; Dwight Harrison,
Ellensburg, Wash, to complete its Buffalo Bill cornerback; Levi
season. The Wolves took five of
Johnson, cornerback and Ernie
seven matches and finished
Price, defensive end, for the
behind first place Portland State
Detroit Lions; Randy Johnson,
and second place University of
quarterback and Byron Shaw,
Oregon. Eastern Oregon was
cornerback for the Washington
fourth, Washington State fifth,
Redskins; A1 Mathews and Jim
Eastern Oregon's "B" team sixth
Hill,
Green
Bay
Packer
and Oregon State seventh.
safeties; and Eldridge Small,
OCE beat Central Washington,
New York Giant cornerback.
which hosted the tournament, 15Of the nine men, Upshaw,
6, 10-15, 15-4 in the first game of
the final round, then dropped its Harrison, Price, Small and Levi
second match 6-15, 15-9, 9-15 to Johnson are established stars.
Oregon, then defeated EOSC15-13 Randy Johnson is a back-up
quarterback to Billy Kilmer,
15-5 to take third.

Women third

Roundballers

ready to play

Giant Dimers Tuesday
Giant Pitcher Nite Thursday

OCE's
women's
bowlers
showed again November 20 why
they are undefeated this year
when they travelled to Portland
and beat the Portland State
Vikings in four straight matches.
Nancy Ritz was the team
leader, bowling games of 186, 200
and 149 for a 535 series. Pam
Rehm had a 464 series and a 187,
high game, Marsha Cooper rolled
a 449 series with a 166 high, Lee
Gibson had 271 in two games and
Lynnea Rake bowled one game, a
138.
The women are now 6-0 this
season and 5-0 league. In in
dividual competition, every Wolf
has won her matches and is 24-0
in one against one play. The team
won the first round championship
for the league and will have to
wait until next term to open
second-round play. Chemeketa
Community College won the first
round in the other division and
OCE beat Chemeketa earlier this
year, also 4-0. The final score of
the match was OCE 2,344 and
PSU 2,062.
The men didn't fare quite so
well, even though they rolled
their best match of the season.
Dwaine Kronser had a 597 series
and Len Peavy had a 584, but it
wasn't enough to beat the
Vikings. PSU's Lou Burbach had
a 578 series, Paul Zochart had a
566, Bill Lamb had 559 and Rich
Greer had 557.
Kronser had scores of 199-197-

There are no finer
diamond rings

201 and Peavy had 197-193-194
games. Roger LeClair had 387
pins in two games, Stan Roth had
359 in two, Tom Dahl had 371 and
Terry Jenson with 180, Don Frani
with 174 and Jack Boatwright
with 156 rounded out the OCE
scoring.

Salem / Dallas Hwy.
Oak Knoll Golf Course

At Portland State: OCE women 4, PSU women
0; OCE men 1, PDU men 3.
OCE women: Nancy Riti, 186, 200, 149,535
Pam Rehm 142, 187, 135, 464; Marsha Coope'
143, 140, 166, 449; Lee Gibson 132, 139,271:
Lynnea Rake 138.
OCE men: Dwaine Kronser 199, 197,201,597
Len Peavy 197, 193, 194, 584; Roger LeClair 20i
186, 387; Tom Dahl 202, 169, 371; Ston Po#
169, 190, 359; Terry Jenson 180; Don Frank 174:
Jack Boatwright 156.

»r sale: Four 60 series tires and four
wheels, slotted mags, like new. Raised
letter tires. A real buy at just $150 or
best offer. Call 838-3407.

For salo: Bake sale at Wesley Methodist
Church, corner of Whitman and W. Clay,
Sunday. Dec. 7, 9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Benefit for the Handicapped's Christmas
Fund.

Personal: Happy Birthday, Cecilia.
Personal: Redwood -- If you don't drive u»
to Portland, we'll kill you! And not only
that, you'll be out $12 for the tickets
Who cares what Doc or Dorse will soy''
Lunch and Stone.

Personal: Tom, you sly dog, at least mo*e
the traveling squad!
Personal: Daryl, where's Mel??

For salo: Jewelry, ideal for Christmas gifts.
Turquoise, coral liquid silver at reason
able prices. Good quality. Phone 8384627 and ask for Kathy.

For salo: Hang Glider, excellent condition,
$400. See Lauren Burch, Outdoor Pro
gram, ASOCE offices.

Porsonol: Tim, remember Biology tab I"5'
year? And the room full of foxes? How
could Dr. N take it? -- Steve.

Personal: Congratulations, Alice. I
think of anybody I'd rather have o
sister-in-law.

For Salo Two quart Rival Crock Pot, never
been used. Call 838-4834, ask for Cal or

For solo: Mag wheels and almost new tires,
$350. More details SPO 339, Mike.

For salo: My little brother Frank. Call T.
Virag 585-8685.

On a tight budget? Check our supplies
for making nifty gifts; beads, findings
and cords. See our samples - drilled
shells, bone. Instruction books -- leather.
The Red Vase, 113 East Main St., Mon-

Parsonal: TW -- Ich liebe ihe! -- Me.
Personal: When exams are finally °^'
will g0 to sleep for ten days! Anthony"
Personal: Anyone interested in
I.N.G. for Christmas call 838-310
5 p.m.

0

Personal: Ladies in white: The whit* l"1^
left a message: Happy Trails!!
Personal: Hey Brillo! What's thefu»?W
py finals!
Personal: Pam D. - Another devot^»
cer fan. Thank you — Mike.

Lost

Personal: Micros « Since BA 208 9*,s 0
demonstration, PAY UP!

Lost: White, full-grown female cat named
"Frosty". Wearing a white flea collar.
Lost in vicinity of Arnold Arms. If you

WINDSONG

„® ®r or know where she is, please
call 838-1171 or 838-3533. Reward.

Permanent registration, loss
protection, perfect quality
assured by Keepsake.

fjtwnte
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Wanted
WwTl' eOU'd "ke '°
wrth on. or mor. 9lr|s. WiM be
Portmnn
86

0«.™

°Se,

on CQmpus

,eave a

note for Michele
C°"*99 Cemer <=' coll

zd° p,°" * «*

363-2828
315 Court N.E.

Trade-Mark Reg.

ou ^
Personal: Karen, BA 206, We lov* i ^
don't you ever forget it. P'eaS® ^
clean up the room. Love, D.C.D ^
your bed!
Personal: Happy Birthday Janet.
roommates and potty-partners,
ya!,

leepsaKe

Rings from S100 to $10,000
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Volunteers are needed for the
Oregon State Special Olympics
Swim Meet to be held from 8 a.m
to 4 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 13. at the
Sparks Center at Willamette
University.
Volunteers are needed as
timers, lifeguards, volleyball
helpers, runners and trampoline
spotters. They need not work for
the entire day. Interested
students may contact either
Paulette Vatakos, SPO 418; Tim
Petshow, Shangrila School, 581
1732; or James Liskey, Fairview
Hospital, 378-5173.

Personals

For sale

Registered Diamond Rings

Lunches, Dinners,
Cocktails

Help needed

Women bowlers keep winning

TIMELESS

ceooooc«cooocoooooeoooeooeo<yvvwv;><\v.JljWOOC)f^,

Mathews and Hill are considered
above-average at their position
and Shaw is a rookie.
Last fall ex-OCE star end Steve
McElravey nearly made the San
Francisco 49'ers while the Npi
veterans were on strike. That's
as close as OCE has ever come

2058mid"DeCember

^

Personal: Mike, room 208 wishe*yn°gV
best of birthdays! But don't bn
Peanut Brittle.
.j
Personal: Mich and D.D. - KeepSan,o i(
And you better be good,
watching!
..

Personal: Bobby, clean out yo^r «
(if you know what I mean). 1
SA's are coming around fh'5 *
Paul and Pete.

d

,i<;

Personal: Mike W. -- come talk to ^
swimming, okay? If I'm not at®
to Cec. -- Steve.

